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The · ve~rbal syStem· in Modern 'English, consists of· twa ~ain classes 
. .. . -· . . ~ ' . . .. ~. ~ 
. ; 
~ · I .' - ' uf!.· 
of .verbs,: · 'strong': and 'weak'. The difference between .the two lj_fi! s' l. · . 
prfnc~pally ~.n· th.e f.Q.l1llation· of the past ten~e. · The. s~roTJg .. ~erbs , ~onn.- t~ 
. . . . . (' .. ~ 
past by·~~ang.i ng ·~the vowe 1. of the root syll ab 1 e ·according to a fixed pattern 9 
' . 
· called 'ablaut'. •The weak verbs fonn their past ·by addtng ·to the root 
, I - ' ' , 
syllable ~.odentaf ;uffix,~ '-d or -t. The pu.rpose of this dissertation is to 
• !t • 
show· the diachronic development o·f ·the. strong verb .class from ·Proto-Indo-
European to Modern English. · · 
...., ·. . ~· · · . 
To. do this9 it isJJecessary to present a general des~ription of the 
v7rbal system from .. which these. strong. verbs derived~ In my efforts to ~ · 






. : ,present such an o tline, i use example-s from the Greek and Sa~skrit verbal 
I 
/ systems to · repr sent ;th~ Proto-·Indo-European verbal system. This eliminates 
. ·I the problem o ·. havi~g' to di!~l wi:h· the.complex reconst~uctions of Prott>~lndo­
European, w ch would be .more confusing. _ In using such examples, I am not . 
i denti fyi n the verb~l systems of Gre~k and Sanskrit .wi th that of Proto-Ind~ 
• . !).,. . . 
. European. · Instead, I am offeHng Greek and Sanskrit as the most comprehensive· 
. ' ~ 
- . 
paral·le'ls ta ~he Proto- Indo-European verbal system. 
· · ··My reason f~nnot using Gennanic examples at this point is because 
1.. ' ~ ~ • 
Germanic has not .retained all -the features of the parent language verbal 
• ' • "' ~ , .,. -:· •• \ ' _, . , ... , • • • ,.,., • • •' . - • • ~ f 
~y~tem. ···Hence. it ca~ not. offer a full set of par~llelfng fonns. Gennanic 
. . ' 
examples are given wherever possible·. For the Gree_k and Sanskrit examples· a.·: 
, • I ~ 
Modern Engli.sh translation is ' provided and under·lined immediately. followi ng· 
, I f :. ' . 
:~the word: 
: 
on'ce 'a<;counted_.for·, .ablaut is not difficJJlt to trace in Gennanic; 
. . ' ' 
·It remains a strong polarizing force for this class of verbs right up to 
... 
. ' . . . . ~ 
~ · ·· :· 
,. 
.. 
. . , . 
,, 
'u 
. •. : .' 
. ' ' 
iii 
• . I 
. Modern English.· Here it parallels, ·although such verbs are fewer _1n number, 
·· .·. ,_ ~he- other Germanic l·anguages; ~nd unites in .G.erm~nic with .. ot)ler Proto-IndO.- . 
, ~ . . .. . ' . 
,; 
. Et,~~o_peah·languages · ,to attes.t.t the _reality o.f ablaut -in the parent -language·.· 
' . . . . 
· To the best of my ·kn 
~ . 
_ledge, this is the first_ comprehensive · 
... 
- .• 
· _ study . of ablaut in the Stro~g_·. rb sys-tem ·;n its d:e.velopment· from Proto-
. . ' ... 
. ' . 
~-. .·). 
" ' . 
' 
·.. .-'.·, . . -.: 
. . . .,. ' 
, . ! 
~. 
·, ., . .. ) ... 
~ . ' ... ~ .. 
' ' .... 
• . ', i 
a . ,• ' 
. , / '\ .. fl . · . 
I • -' ., ' ._ ' 
' /. ' . 
~-.. 
.. 
\1 ' • • • 
I • 
• \ r.'l • \ 
. : . .. ... 
f . , 
I ' 
~ . ( 
: .. :.- _I 
,. 
' . . : . 
. .. 
'Ihdo~E.uropean i n:to Modern Eng:l i ~h. · · 
. :. . ~ .. ~ ~- . ' . . ·" 
' . f . 
An index of the sttong verb forins under ·the following headings: 
' . .. .. . . . 
Proto;."Indo-Europeah, Conmnn : Gernianic~ Old Englis.h, Middle English and Modern 
. i . . . . . . . I • • I 
' ftng,-1sh:~wil1 follow at t~~- ~ri~ of ·thi·s-'paper. 
o , ' ' 1 l • , 
·> ·. In my efforts to :--p~r~p,:m t~i 's . task, I' thank Dr. ·. 'John H~wson, my : 
. ' ' .. ,.. • • ' - ',4\. • 
thesi~ :· supervisori and Dr.,:v1-tus .Suben'k, for -his tr.emendous· assistance i·n 
• I ' / '-t, • . ' •. , 
the first chapters I o.f th~s ~~ap~r·~·· 
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THE STRUCTURE OF THE 
. '' 
· · PROTO-INDO-EUROPEAN VERBAL SYSTEM 
o . ·. The verb-a~ sy~~em of Pt:"oto-~ndo-European '(hereafter. PIE) - . 
, . I . . , . • . . . .. 
.. 
pre~ents two difficulties-: one, . it is a ·complicated system; two, it is a 
sys tern ~a sed o~· ~ proto-i an~u~ge. Beca~se it is comp 1 i cated it . is not ea~y . -· 
\ . 
to u·n4erstan!d. ~ut being a system of a ·recons true ted proto.:..l a·nguage is 
entirely something else. By this it is tne.ant that PIE has been reconstructed 
. I . 
· ·on the basis ·ot ·daughter languages which were beli~ved to have evolved from 
. : ; . 
. it. We cannot be sure that·what we have reconstructed .is an accu·rate . 
' ' -
- 1 • representation of what may have .actually existed. 
- -~-
.· Nominal and Verbal Roots 
i . Not doubting any of the ev.idence supporting the exfstence of · 
. . .. ' . 
·.· this proto-:language, we .fi~d that.the basic struc;:tural .. · fo.nns .of PIE and its 
·. '. 5'u~posed daughter 1 an~uages maybe qivi ded into two -di.s.tincti .~e ··~ldsses. 
There are roots indi.·cative of position, and those which relate to action. or . 
qua 1 i ty. 11 ThJ _fanner cl_ass are called demon;trative . o·r prono~inal ro~ts;. · 
' .. the la~ter c_l_~ss ~re styied predi.cative or verb~l. ro~ts. 11 (Whitn~Y 190.1:2.58) 
_· . . : ' . .. . . .. . . " . ' . . 
Those roots referred to b,y Whitney as demons.trative are subje~tive 
. . I . . . 
in cha:acter. : They do not relate to th~ inherent qua'li~ies of· obje:t~; · ~ut · 
instead, .iden~ify them in their relati.onspip to the speaker. Also they make · 
, . • I . . '. \' . . . 
· · a distinction between this particular object of attention here, as opposed 
l • • ' . . I ' ' 
to that pa~ti c1ular object over th_ere. Let us use, ·the ·-~!(ample: The boy' owns 
. - 1, 
I 
· the dog. _· Without making at:JY reference to the inherent qualities ·of 'boy• ··.or 
'dog' we have made a distinction between them. One is the 'boy• here,- and 
the other is the ··dog • there. 
Also.\by their nature_, 
to certain .objects; nor ,are they 
• ~ I • 
' I 
\· . .· 
\' . ' 
demonstratives" are not permanently attachable 
' .. 












) . . 2 
. . . · .. () 
- . ' . I • 
has its roots_ .in PIE as can be seen in t~~se r~constructed fo~s· : : ~es- ~ 
• • , I • ... • • • , n· 
'mankind; *ghem-, earth~-*wedor, water; *~wel::.; sun; :"'wiro .. , !!!MI..; *~u,on~, 
. ' 
do~; *two-m~ , body. 
The predicative or verbal r·oots, denoting action or ·quality, 
. . . . . ~{\•:·\ . ~ ' 
are seemingly more complicated. The~~.bre of objective impo'ttance; 
' ~ I • • ·''·~,~~ ~~~ , • 
de~ignating the p~operti~s and activiti~s. inherent in na·tural objects and 
.. . ~ ' 
prevailingly those that are of, a ·se~e ·phenomena 1. character:· such. as 
, • , ~:·,\ff~.~l 0 • , ' ' , 
0 
I • 
· • r \ rlf ' · 
modes of motion and physi.cal extertion,, of sound ~tc . . ~xamples which have 
• 
• • . 1 · I , . ' ' 
been reconstructed as be~onging to the ·.PIE predicative class and base9 upon 
. . . . . 
their use in ~any of the present day la~guages ·are: . · *ei.- and ~hei- s 
.l . . 
simple motion; *er-, -swift motion; *_sta-s standing; *sed-~_ sitting; *pleu-, ·: 
. flowing; *ed-, eating'; ~dh~ee..:, dri~king;_*bhlo-, blowing; *seikw-, seeing; 
' ... . 
• I • ' • 
·*spe~-,- speaking; *ghabh-, giving; *deik-, showing; *kel-,· holding;· ·*bher-, 
. . . 
~ ' ~ bearing;'*bh~ndh~: binding~. *stek-~- strewing; *ski-, shini.ng; *ghro-, 
growing. --(Pokorny 1959) 
Verbal S~stems and Verbal Forms 
To ascribe _to PIE the ~omplicated ·tense systeni of Greek and 
. . 
Sanskrit would be a wrong assumption~ A great deal, o~ any present-day verb'al 
. a . . , 
system 1s d~ to secondary in~ovatfon: auxiliary verbs 'in .Gennanic. All 
that we can suggest is that PIE had ... verb· fonns that correspond to certain of 
. . . y;- . 
those of Greek and Sanskrit.: present, aorist, and perfect. To what extent p 
. . 
tense function shoul.d be -ascribed to these forms is very much a question 
.for d.iscussion. The stems o.f · _thes·e ,verbs wer~stri ctly ~uton.omous: Greek , 
verbal root. leip-, to· leav~ had a · prese~t l~{po, I am in the act of leaving; 
" ' 
-Faqrist elipo~, I l~ft. (ind.icat~s pur~ly and siniply the historic fact); ' and 
~ the .. perfect le-loipa, I hav~ let't (the act of leaving ha~ been accomplished, . 
.. 
· ~ 
. -~ . \ 
,,; 







· .co . . ' 
0 
. ·...,..;. 
' . :;; ' 
' 0 . . 
·. ~ ... "' ~ ~ . - . ~ . . 
' 
' 






and th~ ' re.sults at' hand)'.~ The stems of these verb: apparentl/express·~~ not 
• 
We are .~:ot 
\, ' .4J • • - ~ • ~ • ... ~-
certain ·as to what extent ·•tense' function should be ascribed• to these 
• • A • • •• • • ~ ' • • ' - ' • • , i 
.·fonns. _A cert~in tense nucleu~ is implied ';n their primary meaning; 





- ' ' -. . 
The different' functions and. meani~gful 2ate-gories of the PIE verb . 
.. 
wi 11 be examine·d un'der ·s·eparate sub.-headings. The .reason is for better 
. . 
.. 
organization and hopeful .ly cl ~(lrer understandi'rJg . . · Th:e .di_:ffer.e~t sub-h~~dings . 
. • ' 
to· be dealt with are': voice, mood, tense/aspe~t, number, non-finite forms, 




. ' . 
- . 
·. 
1. VOICE: It is .. thought_ that the .ver~al system in PIE had two 
voices: an active · a~d .a · medio-passi~e-.... There was no specifi~ally passive 
vo.i~e . . APaart - ~rom the· use of the middle ~n ·the pa~sive _se~~e, th~ .forins 
p 0 • ' ' • 4!1 
u'sed ~0 ~xpr1ss the 'passive are different in se~eral langJages and grew up 
inde.pen~ently." (Buck 1962:2-'37) . The,. fo.nns that we have·in Greek which 
express a • full_ passive • are. the res~1 t of .secondary innovation. Cognates 
. . 
·would not be found consistent.ly in other languages_ to justify giving PIE a 
!full passive'. 
' , __ ..;.. 
6 ~ 
The Greek aorist in the verb _ kleptein, to steal from P'IE *k1ep-y-Q. 
has a passive •. Thi.~ :;J.jst passive is ek1.1pE;n, to ,h~ stOlen', from · PIE. ' 
meai~-passiv~ ~e-k!p-em. Another example, Gre~k paideu~, to educa-te, h~s . 
.. ,. . . . 
' .the aorist pasi1 ve' epa; deuthen • . 
-"i · · Had there·been a PIE passive, the following personal endings 
• 
might be what we would expect 
' 
to find: 
"" :.. .. 
·singular : •.. 
1. - (th)em 
2. - (th)es 
... 
•'' " 
3. 7 < th)e ...... . 
t ;: 
>: 
..• -·-. .  - .: '<f• . 















_. ,..,._ I 
(It is in.teresti~g to note t_h~,t the PIE fonns clearly .show ablaut: 
~k 1 ep:-y-o ( fu.ll grade) vs *e~ k 1-p-:em ( z,~re· .. -gr:a'de). In the reduced fbr:m the · 
.  \, ' . , ~ . . 
. gl id~ was ·.lost. The~e is ·an unusual .·:~h~.~~n,atiPfl' in Sanskrit: · 
' s'ingul ar: 
r' , 
· 3. bharati, he brings 
. 
Rlura l: 




T !7 :; ,. . 









.· \ ·. . A reconstruction for PIE waul d give us the orm: 
\ / 
\ . full gr~de · 
\ i : 
\\., *bher-e:ti\ ... ~e carries vs *bh~jY-e-tai, he carries himself 
····-,_ .-·· *b.~e·r-b-nti ;· 'they carry vs *bhr-y..:o-ntai, ·they carry themselves ~ ~ 
'\... . The di sti:nctive · middi e voice in Greek and' -Sanskrit (which became 
' ' . 
.. ,1 . ' . ' . • ' . 
di,S'tinct.ive only upo~ the 'developJTlen·t, of a separate passive morphology) was 
~~ I , 
• I zero grade 
-·· 
,. 
. •' . 
I 
' 
:- ·~ I • ,- ::- • , 
.... 
. ''·, ~ . -. . \ 
used wh~rt. , the subject ;.was intimately involved in . the action·; when ·the ac.tion 
~ "- .. ' .. , I , '- , 
' ( 
.. 






· .. -~ -.. . . ... 
.,., . 
was refle~i~~' pos_~·~ssive, or when the ~ubject was nei the'r fully ageritive, 
' . ; 
· nor pat1en.tiv~ . .. , · ·,
1 
l . 
. 2·. MOOD : The fpllowing moods of PIE may be reconstructed: the 
- ·~ ~ i' 
.indicative, th~'Jsi_i"bjunctive in -e/o-, the Optative in :-ye/i Ol' -o-y-, and 
. . .. . . -
. . ~ \ . . 
the imperative. 11 The characteris~ic of the· optati,ve of all the Indo- . 
. • '·f . • . 
Eur?pean s,tems of the athematic t~pe was *-,je- in the sing~lar . 1,ihBd . *-i- ~n 
.· ·the plural; this suffix was added to a stem with prefinal. vdcalism· :z~ro ·: ". 
(t1ei 1 let 1970:78)' 
cf • 
The basic mood; the ·i ~dicative, was used in· PIE .. for objl:!ctive 
statements: The subjunctiv~ was. us~d: _.'Ji) to convey 1 wish, . or i.n a . ~ 
.. 
... . . 
-. -. · '!' ·~ -' 
/ ' . 
' .• 








v • .... 
: . -
. ' , . 
5 
~ .. _ "'s~~rdinate'sent~nce o·f puq)ose: ·.'.;i) . in a d~iibe~.atiY~. function; ii_i) ta 
. . Ot . -
• indi~at~ a·contingency in, the future. The op~at1ve was used: i) to 
indicate a wish; ii) to indicate that iqmething would, ~C?l,lld, or might.' 
. . C\) •. . . . ' . 
.... happen; iii) to ·indi·cate author.ity. The imperative was used to · impel, or 
. .. 
. wi _th the . negative to prohipi t a ce-rtain actio.n. . 11 In .Indo-Eur;pean, whe_r~ 
the ve·rba 1 s·tem expr~ssed the aspect of . the envisaged actions each stem had 
an impe'rative; · thus Greek opp.os~s · fh.e presen!._imperativ.e letpe, •be in the 
' ' • • .' • J :---.... - • 
·act of leaving•, to the ao~ist i'fn~e'rative lipe, .-,e~v~· (pure and simple) . . •·• . 
. . . . . . . . 




The subjunctive, optative,· and ·impe~~tive are not "Well developed 
in the perfe~t ~nd s-aorist;. but they are very. complete in their development 
in the regular present and aQrist. 
; . 
\ 
3 . . TENSE/~SPECT: ·J~ is ·even mo_re dif.fi_cult to indfcatrto ·what 
extent •tense• function_ ~an be at~r.i~uted'to · P .. IE. Particularly wherl our 
-~orrespond~~ces ~;~·Greek .and. Sanskrit present, aor_i.st, and perfect w.ith _PIE· . 
,• . 




· . Proko·sch .. says,' uin spite of numero'us secondary de'\elo'pments, th~ 
general princi~}e of the combination of ten~e , and aspect in Gr~el< and 
:I 
•.. 
Sanskrit· prob.~b ly. ~ re~resent ~qi r~y closely the conditions of primi.tiy~ ·Indo- :· 
. . /' .•·' . . 
Euro_pean.·u (Pro1<osch 1939:146) So we .can ascribe to PIE the ·fo.llowing · 
. ' 
~enses: pr~sent, he leaves; aorist, he ·left~"': and ~~rfe¢t, he ·has accomplished 
. . .. . ·~ .. ' ..  . 
·· the act of leaying. ·on -the "other hand·: weo/' can ·ascri,be the followi~g aspects:.·. 0 
·-
' 
0 imperfective, ~ is carrying; peorfe_ctive; ·he has carried; and ~tative, he 
, ' 
caYiries (at .a Pflrticular point in time): 
~ ~ . .. 
<• 
... 
' "· ' 
. . ' 
. ~ , ~ 




















; • ..:: ~ o I 
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__ . _ . In a d.i agramnat i c repr~:~:;ti on , the:fE verb might lb~k some-
... 
.. 



















- I . . -  
imperfect 
. .. _ 
. .. PIE v.erb 
Per.fective 
. ..: I. t. 
·· '· · a on s 
_7\--
. . pa~t · non~past 
.. I . I . ~ 
· pluperfect perfect 
~ non-past ·. 




.. ·. -. :;·_Tf'te ·aorist indic~t{ve i·s always past and can never be sp,oken about 
., • "' ,J . - : ; ! . . . . ;. 0 -~ ·"':"~". ·~ ... 
.· · .in ·tenns of non-past. ' So the_ .. iwri .st is analyzed. not in the light of tense.; 
• ·. ' • • ; ··, r, : ' . '• • • ,. , 
" : .: ·. but in that o.f aspect. Any conlR.Jete, indicative event, must by logical 
• :' I ' 
· ·,:. necessity be past. · 
" . _. 
. 
'" . .,•· 
. · . 
r:. . ' 
. . 
. - . ( . ~ . . . .· ..
PIE 'tenses show d1 ffer~c·e~s. ·; n. the 
r~ ., 
' ~ . 
aspect o1 the action, and to a 
cer'tain e?<tent also di ffer~nc,es of 'time. 
" ,. • • ' I 
• ~ : • .J...j, 
The as~ec.t pf the action was · not~Cl 
/' 
by _ the different tense--stems·. In the perfect 
, r-.. . 
indicative the complete action 
..... ,..1 
from which the present"~ r-es'ult comes may be lost, so the form simply expresses 
. ... . ·. . -- ~-  .· \, . -
only the{) present re~~l{:·. PIE ' *Woi da, I have ·seen; hence GK. , Mda, I know . 
.... . . /...... .. , 
(note L., vidi, 1 - hav~ - s~en). 
~ 
Aspect i~/cO'n~enient, in its very vagueness, to . cover certain 
essentially qiffere9tt •non· tempora~ • d,istinctio.ns whi~h are ' difficult' to 
.. • · l'opllf ..... ~" 
·.defi.ne 'and ma.r _diffe.r co'nsi derably in other PIE· languages . •. 
\.:. . 
Cl 
~ . . 
.. 
o I ···. "i'J 
.•· 
· . ... ~··.: I . 
ll · 





- :;.·' .. .J& 
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1 PRESENT ~imperfective) 
athematic .roo~: . ·*es-ti 
'· o:~;:;> he is (beirig) . 
thematic root: *bher-e-ti 
he is carrying 
redupfi'tatect: . *sti..:steA.:t1 




he has stood up 
*e-ludh-e-t 






he kRows (now) 
.~ -· I 
*e-w~~wkw-(e)-t *ste-stoA-e 
he has s~Oken . he stands (now) 
, 
A' •• ~These were_.not the only types of verb forms in PIE. There · were· 
also verb~,whose roots•were duplicated; these became known as reduplicated 
verb~ .. 9th~r -smal.ler classifications were: n-infi~; · n~w-~suffi~, ~-suffix, 
' . 
and ~-suffix. Ar.schematic formation might continue on the basis of the one 
~ above: 
PRESENT 
. ' R-in:/ 
, 
*yu-ne-g-ti 
he is joining ~ . 
I 
• .,. I ..., 
*pu-ne-A-ti 
he is cleaning 
new-suffi.x: 1 · · 
- . ;/ ... ,, 
. • f.. ,:'1 . 
.. . , ., ,.,.~ , 
*r-new-ti 
he is moving 
• • w ~ • 
*g m-ye-t1 . 
r' 0 , -?- . ... 
. " 
he is coming 


















, ' The athematic form ~oyd-e, : he knows .. (now); t he tnem~ttc form 
(I 
.-:: 
... . ... w . . *e-ludh-e-t~ he has ~l_ayed; . and the reduplicated fPt:m *e-~e-wk -(e)-t, ~e-" 
. I ~ • 
has spoken are rare · forms . Also it must be emphasi.zed th~t ~""J_s extremely 
• - . I . , . · . . .,I; ~ · -
. difficult to give accurate tr~n.sla_tio~pf 'these ~erbal fonh;~ , . 
. There eke sev~al .other present stem fonnati'ons ,- m~ny ._o·f wh~ Ch· 
























with. the simple~-presents. · Many of these suffixes have distinctive .. 
( 
meanfngs, such as the· suffix -eyejo 'causative or iterative'~. It is quite 
common for a verb ·root to have more tnan one present formation: athematic 
. *bh~r-ti, fie carr~es vs thematic *bh~r-e-ti, he carries. The past tense 
formation of the present stem is the imperfect: *e-es-t, *e-sti-steA-t. 
Tpe system is generally r~tained in Greek and Sanskrit. In these languages 
~_pluperfect was also added and certain· present~- in ..,s(y)e-:-· were assigned -
., 
a 'future' · v.alue . I ' 
. " A.. closer·'examination oft the t~nses will show that the present 
" 
indicative .i's non-past; while the iJllperfect indicative is ·past. The action 
. . ~ . 
. . . 
of the- present ··wa~ immedi:te, sometimes jur~, or indefinite in time. T~e 
imperfect .denoted time in the past, and con\inuous time in the past . . The 
'l, ,. 
. I 
., present presE!nted the fir~t person active. singu-lar in -o: Gk., ,Phero, l · 
"carry. This type wit~. the . acc~~ted root vowel _g_~as been maintained in most , ' 
languages. 
,• 
The second "tense stem 'formation was the aorist .. · (Not a 11 1 anguages 
: kept the aoris.t and the perfect separate, but Greek and s·ans,krit did; 
.Germani c·.di-i:l nqt.) Its action was momentary, and was seen in summary wi thout 
refe~ence to .time duratibn. Evidently· the action of the aorist is always 
r;::o 
in the past time. 
. . 
The perfect in PIE was by far the most complicated. TherE;! is 
. .. 
very little to offer for its recons.tr~ction~ We know tha't.· it;. was of the 
a_thematic type, and th~.t · it represented action completed, result,ing from 
previous > experience • 
( ' . . -
.The only othef tense .to. comment on at this stage is the formatidh 
' 
which,._tra0i'ti-Qna11y in· English, is· called .the future. "T~ere was probably 
,. 
' . 
... ... . : 'J • 







. no dis ti ncti ve future tense, future time bei_ng . expre~s.ed by the present 
,. 
. . 
· indicatfve, by the subjunctive,· or by certain s-fonnations with desiderative 
, · and fut'lire force. " (Buck 1962 :239) 
4. NUMBER: PIE had singular, dual, and plural forms of the 
. 
verb. The.; dual eventually d_isappeared in most languages .. (I.t does,
1 
· .. 
however, occur in Modern Welsh and some traces of it are to be found in 
a.ncient Gennanic personal pronouns.") The evidence for the disappearance 
'-' ' . 
. ' \ . ~ 
of the dual form is · based on· Greek where the use of the second and 'third 
' persons_ can be seen. When dropped the dual forms were ·replaced by th~ 
• pl_~ral in the nominal inf~ec~ion. 
. . 
5.' NON-FINITE FORMS: The non~fi~ite forms that we speak abou~ 
here a·re -the i'nfinitive ·and 'Participial fonns. "The infinitive which just 
,like the parti~iple represents a •seco,nd verb.! in the sentence, may _a's a 
-. 




be considered as a der,ivational category, the infinitive is an inflectional 
' . . 
fonn." (KuryJowicz 1964:158) (Sometimes '{t is argued that the infinitive 
' . /"' 
Q "" ' • • • • • • ' 
derfved froffii a nominal case whi_ch had become attached to the werb.) 
Generally, the infinitive indicat~d the main Jdea of the verb independent 
. - . - . . . 
of any other grammatical category. It did share some of the characteri~tic~  
common to the verb: voice, aspect and some constructi ana 1 formations with 
0 
the direct object and with adverbs. 
There was probably a complete system of participles in PIE. 
. . 
Because each verb had a double set of ·endings, active and middle, there 
. 1 




would have ·a~ase inflection which was both verbal and nominal.. 
"- . 
. '-.. . 
........... -................. 
\ 





·w .. /; 
r .J .. 
\: 
. , • 
Greek examples: · · .. 
-
., tense/aspect participle .. 
. 'active: . 
, . 
letpo, I leave 
le1p6nta, (ac~. ·Sg.) 







., . ' 
l.eipomai, I leave .for myseJr, 
t am · l~ft · · 
: lelo~pa, ·r have left · 
. I • 
. 
leleinmai ,- I have been left 
leipomenos, leavfng for 
· ·oneself, 
being l~ft 
. ..- ·. . 
leloipos,· ·h.avjng left 
~ 
leleimmenos, having been 
left · 
PIE also had_ parti~iples (verbal adjectives) in -to-r-no- add~d ~irectly. 
to th'e root. 
6. PERSONA!- INFLECTIONS: In PIE the 1wo major. classes of verbs 
\\ . 
were: athematic and thematic .. The· basic difference to be found between 
.. . these two classes .was in th~ personal inflections. 
. . ' 
' : 
_ The personal inflections in PIE consist of a double series of · 
a.ctfve. and.middle endings, called primary ·and se-condary. These e'ndings were 
so called from their distribution as they appeared most clearly in Greek and 
. ~ .... 
. . 
San·skrit . . The primary endings .were used in the present indi~ative; the 
' . . . 
. ~econdary were used in the l'mperfect and other tenses, the optative mood., 
' . 
and the subjunctive mood .with some fl~ft~ation. 
\ 
. ·. piE Active Endirigs: 
p.rimary . 
L · *-mi, 
2. · ·.*-si 
3 • . *-ti 
, ' A,.· 
~ - ' r: ., 
-.r: 
' -..,..;a• 
..... . 1 - · secondary . 
,.; . . 








f . • 
./ 
' . . ·; 









. ' · ~ 
. . 
.· 
· 1. *-wes, 
2. .*.:tes 





1.' *-mes, . *-[OOS 
2.' *'"-~ 
3. . fJ.nti 
*-onti /ont 
· *.:.nti ' 




J • 3. · ~-tai 
., i-. *-medhai 
















-A::..so, .. *-thes 
*-to 
*-medh 
*- ' ? ' ~_; () 







·. The; at~ematic verb attached personal endings to the bare root 
' I ' • ' • ~ 
whic-h had 'th~ . strong ' gra~e form of the ablaut-in the singular·, but .the weak 
grade ·.in the-dual and plural. · Verbs of . thi~ classare· 'often ref~rred to .'as 
' I . 1 • 




1. *es-rnj..---.... · 
~~- · 2. *es·-S;, · 
. · 1 • *es-ti 









. ' "" 
*s-mos 
. , 
' . ' 
~ ·, . ':.r· . 
0 ' ' 















1. , *~S':"Jn 
2. *es-s 
3. *~s-t . --. . 
plural 
Jo j'. 






:r·n ·the themat) c verb the stem vowel, which cou·l~(be either .C?f · 
strong or weak grade of . ablaut, remained unchanged throughout the t>.resent: ' 
I ' 
' ' I ' • 
in the latter case it .is c~Jled the imperfect present; · in the former case the 
aorist pre~·en~. Thematic cail~·.a~tention to the vo~el ~ .intervenes be·~OeR the root and the Person;r.nding which i.s subj~~ abl.aut.. In 
sorne primitive fonns of PIE the _ S9'Jle verb ·often had both a thematic and an 
• I , , . . ' . 
• ' • • I 
athematic fonn. In such "cases the thematic . vowel had ·no ·function. 
' ' The .present was formed by means of the thematic vowe 1 s . e/o ,-
. --. . . 
I ' . 
wh'i ch came between the root and the pei'sona 1 endings, and the accent was I - . . ~ .: . . 
I 
. 9n the root o~ the thematic vow,el according · a~ t_he .root contained the !_ 
. ;trong or weak 9rade ~f the ablaut .. Ver'~s/of/this clasS are often;~ferred 
. to -as o-vet'bs because the first P~!son· singular en~-~ in *-o. The *-o in . 
*bhero is ·generally regarded as the personal ending, but in, reality it ,.is 
' ~ . • - 1'"': ~ 
' . 
simply the leng~hened . ablaut-grade of the (p'ossibly from 
'I 




2. · '*bher-e-s i. 












• I ' ' 
.. /' I 
.. '-.... 
' I .. _, .. . 
. . , 13 
·' 
.. 
""· . ·. ... 
··. ' plural - - ,. 
l.' *bh~r-o-mes, . (~mos) 
•. 2. *bher-e-te · . · 
. ' 
. (I 3. · *bh~r- o-nti 




1.' - *~-bher-o-m 






... , . 
I 1. ~ 
-------....--,. I 2. *e-bher-e-totn 
3 •. *e-bher-.e-t~m -
' . , : : I I" \ . 
.:. 
'.' 
· . . p'lura 1 
• ~. ·. 1. ~e-bher,-o-mes . \ 0 





The inflection of the perfect· required ·sp_eci al .endings in IE. . 
.. 
. - '-l" 
·The ex~mple given here presented in · the' ·s·i ngul ar the diphthong oi; 
ablauted to the zero grade .in the pJural. The data we have' 1s 
in~ufficient for a comp·r~henst've ~{econsi.ructi .on o{. th~ endin~s fo r the · PIE ': _, 
. \ ., ... \ perfect. 
/ . 
·. / . 
I : ,' 









1. · o'tda _ 
2. o1'stha 
3. o1'de (n} 






. -. '1. ved~ .. ~ 
.. · _. ·.
3
2.. vettha v~da . 
/ \ . :'l'. 
.,"/ 
..... ...... 
. \ ' 
/ 
· plural . 
' 
! - {smen · " J. · 
- -1 s te ~ .  : v 
· · ·fsasiri · ·: 
·' 
• • ~ . • , J • • 
~ ., i . 
. ; 
.. . 
. . . . 
\ 
I ' 


















. . ... 
.. 
_, .. . ~' -· '· ... 
On the basis of ~hat we .hav.e . presented here, w~ can reconstruct 
the following fo~s for PIE perfect. ·These will be ·formed witho~·t : any 
0 o ... ~\ o I 
' o ' • I ~ \ : ~~ ..a 












.. .. ··.•·· .... . ·, 
.. 
• 
1. . *woid-a 
2. *Woid-tha 
. 3. *woi d-e · 
. ... 
·. If we. attempJ: . to reconstruct' the p'erfect in P.IE by taking into 
consideratio~some of the· laryngeal theori_es. we might end up with 




2. · *woid-t~o 







. ~id~r...:6;6r/ur· · 
. . The singular would be more complete than the plural. .. 
) • • I • • 
Although found in some p~esent and ·aor:ist tenses, reduplicati-on 
has its true. importa~ce in the. perfect w.hich 'c?n exist .with or without it~ 
. I 
Its feature is. the doubling of th~ initial ~jllable apparently for the 
. . • I 
purpo.se of suggesting c~ntinu1ty:.- PIE:*s.ti-s/eA-ti, he· is · standing . . 
. . ~n conclusi.on,· one· must be reminded of the· •syntheticness• of 
• : • ,;,> • • 
. . . 
our reconstructions of PIE. Our arguments an~ hypotheses cari only be 
subs tan~'Nl ted o~ the b,ases of evidence pres·ented. Up until now Greek and· 
Sanskrit hav~ provided the best sources· of evidence. In a diagrammatic 





. ' . I 





·,'- ! . ' 
. - ~ ... 
,. 





























... ,., . 
' I 
(daughter 1 a~guages) · · 
The movement of· reconstru,ction is based on converging evidence · ~f t~e : 
I 
I . vari'o~s daughter languages. 
, I . , 
, . 
. ' 
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J I • ' ' 
ABLAUT 
-Ablaut or 'vowel:-grad~tion .. is 11a variation of the vowel ih length 
. ~· , · . . 
~or in ·qualit~ or in both, which originated in Primitive Indo-Europe.an, 
.. . ' _ .... 
mainJy as the result of the kind of accent or lack of accent borne ~y the 
'• 
syllable in which the vowel stands. The . vowels of all syllabl~s of. the 
' . 
words were subjected to this alternation.... (Kel)t 1932;70) 
Accent can be divided according to intensity or in'tonati on . If 
' ' 
the . fonner is predominant, it i~called 's.tress accent•; if the latte'r, 
• pitch accent • .' PIE ·was thought to have been "char~cteri zed more , by. pitch, 
than .by· stress. Thjs is based on Greek .and Sanskrit. ' Thf1fe 1s, however, 
no doubt that 'stress wa~ also present. 
. ' 
The use of accent in PIE.was considered to be 'free•. The 
variation of pitch 'or stress did not necessarily depend' on' the~~morphologica.l 
.. •. .. ~ . . 
. - . 
character of a ~yllable: prefix, root, suffix, ending. Nor · did it depend 
... . 
' . \ . .. . . 
on its rhythmi ca 1 pos i ti 6n: first, penult. The fa 11 owing ex amp 1 e, Greek · .. 
• I • ~ 











Ab~ut the origin of ablaut, there are many and various -theories. 
. ' . 
Kury}owicz a.nd H~elmsl~v • (following Hirt and M~ller) thought that ablaut· 
was .caused .by the ~hanging accent. However, details of their e~planations 
differ considerably. Benveniste, on the other nand, (followin~ . Meillet) 
. 
says 11mais le ton est lie ~ l'alternancet il · ne la provoque pas'\ . 
. (Benveniste .l962:52} 
.. ' 
: ·>- Using Sanskrit as .the ·basis of rec~nstruction, historically most 
~ ea~li scho_lars ~atter~ed an ablaut' ~ystem, 1n .PIE that nad t~_ree primary . 
vowe 1 s: · *a, ~i , and *u. But _this theory .was rejected .bY George ·Curti us, 
. ,,, .. 
.· 
. ~ .' I 
.. '· ~ · ·' 
·, 
. , . 
• 
.. ....... . -
17 . 
. . 
when in his jot;~rnal Berichte uber die Verharidlungen. der KgL . Sachs . ._Ges. der · 
• . . ' 
Wissen·sch~ in 1864, he proposed that an e appeared in p·aralleling positions 
D - . 
· in all of the European language.s.' On these grounds Curtius felt that the 
- ,<f"'-'-1 , ' . , • 
# ;:,., ,. ~ • .. • , 
·-"'~.P+-9-to-language, PIE, should have an *e.. "Nous crayons representer 
·,. ' · " - +~~teme~t le2.}'steme. de ·M. Curtius par le tabl~au suivant: 
Indo-europ:· ,.,, a 
. . 
-Europeen. a, e a 
Plus tard. a, o, e ih (Saussur~ 1879:3) · 
. . 
'\ 
This idea looked good and caught on rapidly'~ 
. . Then ·K. Brugma!:ln, using · Curt~ us • s ·theory, hypothe,s i zed: 
~· ... puisqu'i1 fait a11usion (:Studien IX 381) ala possibilite d'un 'plus . 
grand ~ombre d'a primitifs: 
.. 
Indo-europ. a, (a) a2 a 
• e a a" {Sau·ssu.re I Europeen 
l8~:5) The· s~bol a1 was supposed ~o. repres~nt the PIE vowel that gave 
... 
ri s'e to · th~ European e ~ ~ for that wh.i ch· had given ri s'e .to _ European ,~: ' . As 
i~ ~emon~trated in 'the chart,· B~ugmann · ._also allowed f~r- further pos~~ ble 
di stinc_tions among the !' s. This theo.ry was jrrmedi ately d~ubted ·and ' 
quickly abandoned. 
_Using the. Greek vowels_!, ~,- and o·, W • . Collitz propo~ed his 
theory. " ..• He showed t~at there was clear evidence in ·Indo-Iranian · 
palatalization for a lost distinction ·between a when it corresponded 
.f 
to European e. and a when .. it co~responded_ to European a or_. o." . {Pulleyblank · 
1965 ;86- 7} ~oll i tz '.s theory was accepted as h_aving . offered the best 
. 
evidence fo.r the existence of the reconstructed *e. Up unti 1. then there _ 
.. . 
', 










18 . ,'\j • 
. ( . . 
il , . 
had been 'no real evideric_e ,for the 2._/o · distinction in PIE •. Now at least 
I ~.:~ ' ' 





Iri a~ effort to find a more camp let~ ab 1 au't p~tte-~!1.- t~e . Greek 
.vowels were accepted as a model · for PIE. Brligmann ·added the feature length 
~s p~rt-~of:the m·a'ke-up . . He . also· i'ncluded lengthen~-d syllabic liquids- and , _ 
' . 
nasals, lengthened , -u, and a vo'caTfc phoneme whicft was ·called _•sct)yla - a•. 
This new vocalic phoneme was important: it offered an _explanation for the. 
reduced grade of·the lengthe~ed vowels a,~~ and o. 11 In adoptingr this much 
, .. \ 
· . more complicated, purely vocalic, ·solution, Bl"'ugmann and -his follaw·ers .. _ 
. . - . "-
• I • , e. - --------- .. . ·~ 
reno.unced ~ny attempt to find a ·sing1e, all-embracing theory of ablaut ... 
Hi rt offered his voca 1 i c system: ~- Q. !• .e ·a a; the di phth~ngs. ,· 
ei oi ai, 'eu ou a~, ~i oi .a;, eu ~u ·au; i u, 1 u'wh-ic;h he .. derived from -
""' ~ 1 "'!' ;.: • • "" , o • • - -:-o • ' . . 
· unaccented diphthon.ga 1 . or bi syll a b) C.:f:()nna ti ons.; the reduced vowe 1 s l.J_ 'i, 
. , . . , -
_· and the syJla~ic liquicts -and nasa.1~ -'r J rp P·. (H~rt 1921:)-01} ·. · . 
In 1939 he· ch~nged his system and listed ~as the only ~weak ~owel. 
He also added the following-vowels: r T m n, rr T1 mm nn. 
. . . . . . . . 
(Hirt 1939:134) 
. . 
But prior to this ·says in hi!.!§., 11 Es feh1en ganz die f, ! , ~,. ~~ und es ·;s-t 
. · auch keine M~d1ichkeit vorhanden, sie ,irgeridwie anzusetzen. Die 
- ·\ . . 
:.' Lautverbjn_dungen ~r, 11, nm, nn, die z\} d~n merkwiirdigsten .inddgermanischen 
. . . . . . ..., . 
. Urfonnen gefi.ibrt haben t sind hoffentl i ch eben fa 11 s beseiti gt. II (Hi rt 1921: 
102) 
: · Burgmann•s 'system differs -from H)rt's not by including r l iii ii, 
but ~Y excluding i and~. (a·rugma-nn, 'oelb~JJck. 189J:.~2-3) Brugma~n·a~s~ -
• - , - o , I 
' r~si~s the ~-i~~htho~gs ai . an~ au, the palatal -~ln~<vel~r nasals as vowels, and 
. the as pi rated .. ahcf1 maspi rated forms of ~: .. and ~~ 
. ". .__ .. . . 
- .... ..... . 
• - to ' (I 
. ~~. 
. '" .. 
. ·. 





., , . 
..... : 
19 0 
' · · .· ~ 
·Ferdinand de Sau·ssure, ;'n 1878, presented a structural analysis uf 
a~laut. He paralleled the liquids and nasals: 
·" 
r 1 m ~/ ~ 1 m n; and the 
. . . . ' 
· close·voweis .i and u. ~he latt~r were structurally in a differe~t category 
- ~ . . 
and were to be' regarded- as vocalic forms of 1_ an~~· Th~ ablaut seri!!s 
""" ""' .. _,. ~ . . 
leipo_, "leloipa, elipon, was shown to be parallel to penthosl,' pep·on.tha, 
- . _..,. . -
epathon (where Greek a reflects an ear.lier syllable n). These phone-m~s which 
-- . . ~ . . 
,; - \ ' I . "' 
., could appear either in consonantal or syllabic ' fonn were,..calJed· "coefficients -
• .. . - 'Ito 
. son~ntiques '.'. (Saussur~ 1879 :8) . . 
He . also hypothesi z~~_tw.o ~o·n~ A{). 'whi-~h w~re ~Y. similar .. i~ 
" . . - ' I . . .., - - --· -- . 
I . . ' 
· . ---- - ---their structural behaviour toy, w r, 1, m, n: These we-re of undetennined· 
-. . {lo • ...--- ·--- • .. 
- -~~character (Saussure 1879.:135):' •. - · ~7 




11 Voc·aljsme des racines dans 1' indo-europ.een~ 
' I . 
Racine a· a1 i all! . a~n , a 1m . a1r . _.:.. 'a1A ' . a·r{) plei~ 1 . ... -
a2 - a2r · a2u_ ~2n a2m .· . a2r, a2A a-fo. 
Racine - --~ -i -u -n - -:m -r .-A -.g.· ; 
--
reduite Q ~ --
. t) _ When A o·r .g. was, preceedeq _,bY a1 ?r a2 _{Sa.ussure uses Brugm_an~ ' s two v,.oW~ls: ·~· ·· 
a1 a~~: a2) ·the combination _l_engthenep the v6we 1 .' The sonant- became syll abj c 
' . . (~ .. 
if· the vowe'l w·a·s dropped. This 1 would a'ppear in Greek as .! and i n ·sansk.ri t 
.-
.... 
as i· • .. . . i ··. · 
This whole revolutionary proposal became the basis of the many . . • 
. . . 
different laryng~al theories that w~ have-·-offer~d today. . 
· · Diachr6nft~l~~, ablaut i s understood when ' it is ~tated in its : · 
• .."' . . .. .- ,ft 4 ' l1 ~ 
C) morphological categor~. It may ·be··ciefined 11 aS a morpholqgically conditi~ned} · 
. ... ... - . .~. morpho.:.phonemi~ a·lt~rn.ation 11 • (Ghatage 1962:4-l) But it i.s undoubtedly" far 
more than just an · alternation'"~ As stated, it maybe. a reflex of two. accent ' 
.... : " • I II • ' 
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,, 
types: . a. pitch accent-,. and a. stress accen_t. 
. 
Neither accent occurs on the 
' 
. ~ ' ( 
sarne~onological level at th~ same time . 
• C o · 
0 • 
Instead theY seem to occur in a 
. 
.· spiral of stages. (Prokosch -lS39 :129) 
-.\ 
~- - • t 
I 
. . . I 
, when e, if not.f~ily acc'ente~ was modified to 2.· Stress, on the other hand, 
{) . r • 
Pitch accent is understood to have qevel~ped d~ring a p~riod 
' ; ' . 
- i~': believed to oave .oclcu,rred under~ twofold ~esult: ·a ·weakening -or loss 
~\ I • ,0 " , 
Qf · unstressed vowels; or conditionally, a lengthening of-overstressed vowels. 
· nie. f<?nner is referred: to as qualitativ~ ·a_blaut; the latter,': as quantftative 
0 •• 
ablaut; · 
._. ·, > -•~ I 
·: ..... ~. Quali~,?tive- -~A~ q~an.titati_ve ablaut are best explained in ter~~ 
If .. • ' ' , · ~ t 
~·:.< of ·three different types of vowel.gradation. These types are establisheS 
'o ~... , ,. n ' • ' II 
~·J~-- ·- ac~ording to pecular ities of the ro~t_s~. in which the grada~ion occurs. The 
....... ~· . 
fir:;t _type is o·ne which we find . _in~onosylh.P.ic roots. and .1_s often-explained 
' · 
A' . . 
I 
· as f,the result .of the· ··loss of accent.. This mpnosyllabi c root contains a 
short e .. v.owel in· the full -grade: *sed-; to sit. · T~e . .e vowel ,. "altern~tes 
~ , - ,' 
· w1th· an o vowel. · There ' is no evidence :··as -oo-'wh.ich occurred first; the e · or 
. ·,~;, - • ~. l !l .. • • -
·: :•the 0. I The two seem to a 1 tern ate equally. jhe above root can assu'me five 
1 - o "I • _ ~ 
• • • .... , • .. ' • d 
~i ffere~t fonris·. · Anto1 ne Me'i llet, who accepts Saussure' s views dn the 
. vocalic-·system of PIE, offered these five: forfns: -'~Done·· a cote du .type 
·. genera 1·- ~ •' a 1 ternance voca 1 i que: ) . . -
· 1. · '!<e(*'e) : *o(*o) 
,. 
_, . .,. zero .•. " · (Mei"llet 
I! 
- . n • 




. The first. :is a. ful i · e-grade *sed.::·; the. second is ·a 1 engthened 
(.;,. 
" 
. e-~r~de *s.ed::; the_ ~~i rd ·is a full a-grade *sod-; the ~urth is a l~ngthened 
0 • ' 
. ' 
. . . a-grade *sod-; the fifth is 
' , Q ' II • I , 
.. , . 
a zero gfade *sd- . . .- · 
I ' • -. ' 
' . 








.. . " 
-£.. ·. 
(I 





~ Genhny.: e-gr~de iS found 1i1 thematic vQ.,...J>s 1n. the pres~nt 
tens-~." These verbs are ~ategorized under 'Light Base': Gl<.-, trephO-; l. .. 
II 
.feed; lego, I speak. The e-gra_de with length is found _in 'some aorist 
J 
ve--rbs which were mos~ly athematic ~erbs ': L., venit/venit, .he came •. 
The o-grade is found mainly in th~ perfect ~ngular tense of 
/; . 
' p. -
the verb. ' It is 'also found in other· ~reas: verbal·'and'root nouns, and· 
causa;t·hie vet;bs. Examp 1 es ·for the o-grade a.re: Gk., · tr6pe/tr~pho, food; 
• I' · ., - ' \ , ~; ·..r..:. 
1 ogos/1 ego, speech. The 1 en.gthened o·-grade is d~mons trated. · in: Gk., 
. ' . 
~ ~ 
rhogme, fracture/rhegnUmi, I "break . 
The alternation of e/o ~hich can- appear' in · the' root of the word 
. 
equ~lly is cal_led quali-tative ablcwt. 
Meillet: II ..• i 1 y a trois' autres type~;: . 
*e-' 
.... 
*o II. ,, -*a 
III. *o *a 
IV. -.t:a *a . 
. -
ou, .du moi ns, deux si 1' on admet que, · dans 1 e type II I, 1 e voca 1 i sme *e 
; 
. manque par hasarq, co11111e il est probable." (Meillet .1964:159) 
. ' 
. . 
Because of the constant state 1:>f flux in which, language usually 
exists; it is never very easy to present a system of language without many 
qualifications. Such is the case in discu'ssing PIE ·ablaut. Here we· have • 
• f ,J, • 
·certain monosyllabic roots that show a -long vowel in the full grade, *sed-, 
·to sit. The ex~ected -vowel is a short on.e according ·to Maillet's first chart. 
This . lengthened grade could b~ due to _ a~ over or und~r~accented ~owel; If it 
v 
is a case of the 6ver-accented vowels, then the· root is lengthened._ Otherwise 
4 • 
.:.it is weaken~d. When the root vowel is ·lengthened it does not necessar.ily 
,. 
follow the pattern of tha full gra~e · short vowe). and taketh~ lengthefied *e. 
.. 
- • ~ t 
' 
' .. 













Instead · there is .a triad division·:~ *e, *a and in some roots the only 
attested vowel is *o. W~en the . root vowel is weakened then it takes the 
. . ' ' 
vocalic p~oneme..Q. in .. the zero. grade (see Meill~~·~ second. cha;t ,·above) . .. . 
Here we have examples of each of these s~b-types, _: (Meil l et 
1964: 159-60) 
.. 
I I. .. 'L. - . ··Go. sai-so L. sa-tus se-me:n 
seed , he has sown sown 
1.1 I. L. do-num L. · da-tus 
gift . given · 
.. .. 
.. IV·._ Gk • ~ Gk •. pha-mes . we sa~ /~ 
This classification is refe~red to as quantitatiy~ abl~ut becau~e it ,s;. . 
consists in . the reduction or increase of vowel quantity • 
.. 
. ,. 
. Besides havinQ a dt~ision into qualitative and quantitative 
' 
ablaut, we also have one int~ derivational and inflectional ablaut . 
...t"W • :: • 
Derivational ablaut .is when the ablaut occurs within a set of related wor.ds e . 
composed .of t.he same base mor'pheme and 
Inflectional ablaut is when . i to 
that can go with it. 
se morpheme which adheres' to the 
· .!' 
. 
not replaceable by' unjnf'lec ed fonns (except er/est, which can become 
Although some 1 anguages demonstrate one better than the other 
{and S~ns·"~it shows them equally well), we offer t.he following examples as 
;;.· ;rJ ' 
. ' V'~ . . 
proof of our stated division: 
Greek derivat-ion a 1 : 
*e *o 



























· phero -> 
. . 




force to ~arry to carry cciltty!~ 
i ;; ~: . 
phora phor · '----._ _  



















One could -almost par·~llel the derivational fonnations in 
' 0 
(';.;. -
Gennanic (modern English) derivational: 
*e *o zero 
. 
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,J,._ _ __ _ 
c • • ~' 
Paralleling . fonns for the Greek inflections are d~monst~ated in ce~~ain Old 
English nominal inflections. 
.:..,.._ 
If we compare the inflectional endings of the 
u-stem nouns with ·those of its reconstructed fonns in P.~c and PIE, then 
ablaut can be seen quite clearly: .. 
Old English Pfinc PIE 
ma~culine u-stems 
: : ~ ~1 
sg. nom. sun-u <i-- -uz- . ~ J . -u-s 
ace. sun-u ~ . -urn· 
. . . 
-u-rn 
gen. sun-a <i-- -auz 
· dat. sun-a ~ , -au 
""- -_ -;.-:.. _ -ou-os 
. 4--;-- -' -ou-ei 
.. .;-.. " 












J , . ...... 
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While ablaut is not readily observable in the Old Engli.sh inflections, it 
. 
still does exist. The nom. and ace . . sg. show the zero-grade of ablaut in 
P'Gmc and PIE; while the gen . . an·d dat. s9 .. show the full-grade in 'o. This 
contrast between the direct ~rammatical forms (nom. and ace.) an~ the 
.... 
indirect f~rms (gen. and ·dat.) is an instance of quantitative ablaut. 
:• Eduard Prokosch. in his book, A Comparative Germanic Grammi;lr, 
presented -a slightly different th~ory of ablaut . from that of Meillet. 
Prokosch's hypothesis is based on a •ternary-division of the roots. He 
,, - . 
s·uggested making a distinction between the short vowel root, the long-vowel 
root, and the disyllabic root. The fir...st Prokosch referred to. as a 'Light 
Base', the second as a 'Heavy Base', and the third remained as stated. '!A 
- ; 
base may b~ a root syllable, a prefix, a suffix, an endinq, · o~ a~ 
independent particle:!' (Prokosch '1939:123) 
In his discussion on 'Lioht Base' Prokosch indicat~d a diffe:r.ence· 
between himself and Meillet, whom I have been following. Both accepted the 
qualit~tive abl~ut, e/o with or without length. ~hey differ on 'li9ht ~ Base' 
quantitative ablaut in the zero grade. Meillet, who · followed . the 
. 
structuralists, did not make this Hirtian-Prokosch distinction. Prokosch 
pronosed a zero/reduced grade. The zero gr~de w~s the same as that p~oposed 
by Mei 11 et, but' the reduced grade · proposed by Prokosch' was ca 11 ed • s~hwa 
secundum' and it was symbolized by --1:>. 
This 'schwa secundum' allowed for a partial reduc.tion of the t.ull 
e-grade. "It can best be attested in Greek. and Latin, where .i't appears as 
~(in Gk. only before nasals and liqui.ds) io syllables that o_therwise show _,/ · 
alternation between ~~ · and .Q_: p~ t- (reduced form of pet- in Gk. pet-ai1nurili 





·- ..., . , . 
•.~' ·, 
,~. --
,- ~ ' I 
• •• t> 
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. : . 
. ... - . 
·Gk. meno; L. magnus : 'great' .against Gk. megas; the Gk. proposition p~r~ 
•about• by the side.of perf 'aro~mi• ."2. (Prokosch 1939:95) .This schwa 
.. ' . • • f 
replaced the zero grade in unpronounceab 1 e consonant clusters, and 
unacceptable grammatical forms. 
. .. ,. 
It ·;s also ··evident that Prokosch used this "h for another purpose. 
It adequately explained a distinction between the · first three and the 
four.th and fifth cla,sses of the Germanic strong verbs. A· diphthongal ·. glide 
. l 
. . ), 
': • . J 
I 
I ' 
in the 'first three classes assumed a vocalic function. These first three 
.classes took .a zero gr~'de in .the past participl~: ef, eu/i, !!_- steigan, 
. ~ 
.staig/stigum, stigans. The ] iquids 1, r and the _nasals m, n developed ~ · 
supporti_n~ ·vow_el, ,el ' · er, em, en :in Gernianic: iOHG swimman, singan I swti11111um, 
sungun . . The fourth · and fifth cla~ses which were monophthongal had a 
reduced grade: gi"'!noman, gi-sezzanJ *n1Jmono-, ·*s"'bdono-. It is in thel 
. ~: ! ~ /'/ . . . . .. . 
understanding of th_ese distinctions that we can see the justifi'catioJ! for .. 
a ~schwa secundUm' in Germanic . 
• 
I ·~ . . ;, 
So 'far no. one has bettered Prokosch•s hypothesis. It is true that 
' . (\ 
/ - . 
I ,1' o ' ' ~ - -
'there is not a . ·ready ~acceptance of i .t. · But this is probab 1 Y. ·due to the . 
........--#;.·•'.>- ' • I I • c • • 
0 
• 
scope tha t~s~a /secundum I de a~~ with. Other 1 i nguisls would probal\ly . 
.. / - .· / ' ' . /~_!:.efer .... to i~c()rpo'~ate this/~mall . area into ~ ~~neral _ theory. Prokosch 
/ e · > / • ~ ' 
_/ .happeried/·to think, most:-likely on the baseS" of internal evidence, that it 
" t' ~ // / ' • 
warrahted .1(s-eparate di. sti~ction~ and/ hen a -new symbol.~ We ~ust be 
. / , .. _, ". 
cautiou's .;n disagre~·ing _with .JJrokosc' ere, after .all ,'the !~blaut theory' .is 
// ~ :; ~I A ' . / ,. : • . 
,/ . s ti 11 a open q'Oe_s~.i pn. · . -•: 
•• • " ,. • . <l ' 






/ / . . .. • :<~~~ihefied~ip~thon9~ weie sh9~tened, .the l~~gth ~~S/t;ken . fro~ .r~ first . , . 
• • • /; " '• r • ' Y •,' // .. • I._:__ 
-~ - · /'.-;/ ... ·rn1e Greek words in \his quote · have· been transliterated. 
• • ; ,/ ;' ' • ' /.A • I j 
_:!f(' -_: :· . !> "t-1 ·~ .• ·,/::<: ·-- ;·_ .. ~ ,,.!'; . 4. / > / ·/ -- ' • ~-
. ·- ' '- "/./ . . 
," ' •' ' :-/"/~/ / • • '4 1'/•'' ' I ' / t I t 
















'-...._~ ' ·•· I 
' · i 
element: *ai----::> ai.' The exception to this-·was to .be :found .in the _'· l.·:. 
dipMh9ng *ei. .Here P~E *ei gave two fonns .in ~nie, · e and e~. Thee 
. I - . 
later became Germanic <£ '; whil~ the e2 beccime ia/ie i~ _DHG. In Gothic 
· *e/*ei · ap~~ared as len?~hened e .. Prokosch_pointed out ~ha_t the evidence 
, ro- . - .. f9r this is very ra_re: *ke~- ~ Go., ON., OE'., her and OHG., ~iar, here. 
. ' 
' . 
· For the most part the remainder .of Prokosch's. ablaut theory, 
~. :~s Rresented in. his disGussion on 'Heavy Base•-, is the sa~e as that proposed 
by Mefllet .. However, Prokosch also i~clud~~ a discussion on 'disyllabic 
.bases'· .in his treatment ·of ablaut. 
.. · · Yet even here in t,b_s _discussion on disyllabic roots there is 
,no ··complete agreement. P_rokfs"ch Is theory is that . to account for fonns such 
as Gk. ; gonu : . Go., kni u, knee one had to accept· ·di syllabic roots. Tpeodoro 
Maurer. proposed that_ disyllabic· roots were merely a more irregular . form of 
' 
. . 
the -monosyllabic base. The irregularity could be accounted for by the 
I l , , ' • 
presence of a sonant: 1 ,· r, m,, n, i, u~ in· the root . . Prokosch's disyllabic 
------ . 
·. 
base could undergo double gradation, that is, both syl1ables could be 
' ·-- ' -
ablauted. Maurer felt that "the second sy11a.b1e is entir~ly ignored" .. 
·; {~urer 1947:9) 
. \ ' . . . · ... 
The.·disyllapic 'bases could be divided into: . disyllabic light 
bases in ere/re/er/er;~; , and .disyllabic heavy oases in .~r~ (a= e = ,o)/era 
\ . (~ r a,- if both -~yllables .·w~re !Jnaccented/ra). (Prokosch 1939:129) Maurer· 
\ . 
likewise offered a twofold divisio~: roots where a short full vowe 1 -is 
. ·-
fo~nd in the· fi;st or ·second syl -lable (except with' a' zero grade}; .and, roots 
. . . . 
. ' . ' •.;-.. . 
·. ·where. the.ful~ vowel ·O.r the'firs:tsyllable is short (~oro1 1while the · -
I 
. . . . ·· second -~yll able, has a /)r ~/o.' Example~ for t~e. first ·category can be seen 
~~ 














I • , ! 
' . 
, l : 
0 • • ". 
I ,: ., 't t . ,, 
\
! I ·,, . . 
f ' ; I I ~ • 
; . ' 
I I' , r ~ f• 
'· ·~ . . ~ ~ ... 
. ' l:. : ;;' ':,: f. ' ;, 
' . ' • l~ .. .. ' . ' 
·-the second. category,' *qer~ ... -::. *dera-. *dra- •. *dora~, '*dro-, *dra- .. 
27 
Note 
that th~ ·vowel in ~he: full grade occurs _either before ·.the so~ant, or ~fter . 
. . . . 
it. There is· nev~~ a· ful·l vowel in both positions. Finally, a vowel if 
~ f' : I ' I • ' 
. ' ··' . I . 
it is contiguoui }'to :.a sonant within · the root. may undergo metathesis. 
(Maurer 1947·: 1~Y ,. 
. ' ,.~ 
· In conclusion, Maurer_ presents a tab 1 e to demonstrate the· .., three 
• • ~ 0 • •• \- • ' -
. . I , . . . 
,typ·es o.fj.r:Qots with their vowel gradations. I select froll] that table only 
• , Q I !I ~\ • :. I • • ~t • , ~ ' 
,t_liose ex~ples which I feel best d~monstrate my ·own pr~·s·entation.' The , .. . 
. . . . / . 
i J ·, : 
Greek forms,have been transliterated. 
'6 




(I I' .. I 






. MONOSYLLABIC · 
short · 
(zero~grade} 
Thematic pres . PlE *gw~-s'keti 
(suffix -sketo)-'Sk. gacchati 
· ·__ " he goes \ 
/ 
~--- . 








-· lst ·sylL . . 2nd syll...i · · 
(no :vowel) ·\ (]. except before 
···., vowels) 
. ' 7 , . .'·. ·~ .. 
·:*wena-
# OHG .• wunsken 
. to wish 
I 
*re.wda- · 
Sk. arudat ___.- aorist. ~k. elipe-
he left he. conmanded he we~~ 
Verbal Adj. PIE *gwem-
(suffix -t6- Gk. bat6s · 
.or -n6-) gone 
· Verbal Noun. PIE *~wem~ 
(suffix -tey-) Go.' (ga)qu~s 
·.r 
I j . Adjective. 
· (suffix. -u-} 
PIE *ters-
Go. p am;sus 
' ~ --










~ ~0\J~l >.. . te/a rw o} 
I . 
PIE *lpyk~- . 
Gk- · eipo ,. · 












Gk. p 1 at us 
wide · 
1st syll ·~ 2nd-syll . .£.. ~xcept · · 
before vowels 
- · *bhewa-? 
Sk. bhav-ati 
he becomes · 







I ,'; , 
. .. 
, 
.... 4 . 
\ . ·r . \ - : 
' .: . 
. . 




(.Q. vowe i) 
PIE *bher-







2nd syll . .a. except . 
before vqwels 
~gonal · . . 
OE. cennan (see short 
· vowe 1 chart) 
· to bring ·forth 
. \ .. . 
· . - \. ··Iv. \ ~he root presents an ··alternation of a fulL vowel with a weak form ·· 
:-. . · . . · ·,: · · tzero-g~ade). . <, 
r \ 
. ·, .. _· . . . 
,. 





... ·. . ., '. 
'l. "; c I • . 
' I . 
. ·. 
.. · . 
·,:, __ ·. ' .... . . . . \ -· 










PIE *bheydh- . 
Go. bai} . _ 
I waited 



























. ' a 
GERMANIC VOCALl£ ·sYSTEM 
The .PIE'vocalic system has .undergone many changes in 1ts 
' ~ 
.evolvement t~ Proto-Gennanic (hereafter PGmc}. While some of the changes 
" 
can be explained, other~ ·cannot aRd · so remain only as c_onjectures. The 
, 
reason fo_r their 'unexplainableness' is the lack of ~ny real · comparative 
ev-idence. We have here 1two proto-1 anguages which deriv~ · their strength 
from their ·daughter languages; PIE is reconstructed from Gk., Gmc., Olr~, 
. . ., "' 
: etc; and, PQnc from Go., OS., OE . . , etc. ·. The relationship at this. level is, 
· ' . 
. at least, one step beyond an~ comparative evidence of the daughter 'languages. 
. ' 
Hence "we are 1 eft to make oo ly· semi -substantiated conjecture's in our attempt' 
·' 
to trace the relationship. 
-PGmc, as a point in time, is defined 11 as that stage of Gennanic 
. . I 
which was spoken betWeen the time of the Germanic accent shift ·and the loss 
of /e a/ when final and weakly ~tressed ... (Lehmann 1961: 70) Structurally 
. . . 
' . 
and in detail Elmer Antonsen extends this definition: "Proto-Ge't'1Tianic •.. 
:~ .. 
. / - - - .., - - - - - - - - - Gmc sound shift 
.pre-Gennani c [pre is that time laps 
up to the pQint called 
proto] 
, . 
------------------------------- Gmc accent shift 
Proto-Gennanic 






(2) ______ .,. _______________________ ._ 1o$s of final /-e -a/ 
pre-Northwest Gennanic 
. 
'(3) ------------=--=-----~------------ /e11 . /a/ 
North.wes t Gennani c 
------:--:-----------------------:-- (not defined_ yet)'11 
. . 
. ' 
(Antonsen 1965 :31} This definUi.on is founde~ _Qn purely "structural _data, 
an~ so is ~ot compl~stable._ However it ~o~s serve to demonstrate 










' ' • 
:.·30 
The 4iv1s .~on.o~ the Gennanic languages·can sometimes oe 
problematic. Pedersen'·fe.els that .it. is mi~leadJ.ng to ~eparate them into 
fl . 
• • , C) \ ' • 
North, fast, · and .. West • .. (Pedersen 1962:31) ,He feel~ that certain linguistic 
faCts agree too well between Go\hic and Scandinavian~ Hence he suggests · 
a twofold division: East-North.Germanic and West Germanic. This is not 
~ 1 ~ • • • 
in agreement with the East and:West division advocated by Scherer and other . 
" . . . .. ' . 
. -great .Germat:t scholars. 4'' 
. . . l; ~~ ' . 
· North Gennani.c (01 d Norse) is presently represented by West 
"" ' . . 
·_-. s·candina:vian (rc'elandi c, Norwegian) and' East Scandinavian (Danish, Swe'clish). 
~ . . 
.' 
The oldest records availabl.e are the Runic Insc~i~pt:ions, some of which da.te 
to the 3rd and 4th centuries. 
East Gennani c (Gothic, Vandal, Burg·undian) has only fragmentary 
records left. The most extensive of these are of Wulfilas • New .Testament 
translations. These are Gothic translations of the late 4th century A.D •• 
. . · West Genna~ons1~ted of (Engl1~h~ Fr1si an; Lo~ ·-Germ~n, ~QW 
Franconian, High German). English has records- d~ti ng back to the 7th century'· 
. ' 
A.D .• It is divide~ into three periods: Old Engrish (dialects-:West Saxorrs 
' . 
. Kenti.shs Mercian, and ~orthumbrian). up to 1100 A.D.; Middle English up to 
1500 A.D.; and Modern En.glish from.l500 A.D. onward~. Frisian has records . 
. 
dating f-rom the 14th ~entury .. · Low Gerinan, with records dating from the 9th 
- ) . . . 
century A.D., is generally called Old Saxon up to 1200 A.o.·; the modern 
' ~ .. ' 
dialect is called Plattdeutsch. Low Franconian gave us Dutch, ·Flemish, 
Brabantish, and Limburgish. High .German has its. oldest documents .belonging 
l • : \ , • ~ ••• 


















An over-all 'view of the short vowels as th~y existed in PIE, PGmc 
a~d Old,English looks something like this: . . 
. PIE i e a~o/ . (1>) . : A~ 
[u] · [o] . . 
.\; ·· 
u <;o u 
ll"'-.. /\ 
o qo 1u o eQ3 . 
[><J 
1 e PQnc , a 
l 
/1""' 




. ·e ·./~ 1 . 1e eo 
PIE *i !lJaybe consi d~red as the ~ero-grade of t~e diphthong _*ei : 
~ . 
~ PIE *oheidh- -:> *bhidh- to bid. It remained .i in Germanic language: 
. .- . 
Go., bidjan, ON., bi·J:>ia, OE., b~ddan~OFris., ~idda, OS._, biddian, O~G., 
· ·bi'tten to bid. *i behaves like any other PIE post vocalic sonant in that 
· it becomes voca 1 i c in tl)e zero grade. 
PIE *i ->iNWGmc.: .OHG., ·wizzum, OS., witun, OE:,witan, .-and 
Go. -' witum we ,kiJQW,._, It ·doe~ h'?t rema~ .n i COJ1Sistently _ in· all ·Gerrnanic 
~ . " . .. 
di a 1 ects. In Gothic before !l ·and !.• it iS presumed that *i -~ [e) written 
. , ' ' 
ai: Go·.,- wair man. When I?Gmc *i/*a/*u occurred before a nasal {n) plus 
- . ~ . . .. 
. . 
· -X(h), the vowel was -nasalized and lengthened ~nd the rnasal was .lost;: 
PGmc *:Pi~Xanan - · >Go.,, }>eihan, OS., th)han, OHG., dihan, to thrive; 
·PGmc ~}> a~Xta -> Go., p ahta , - OS., . thahta', OHG., dahta·, q~-, hohte:-· . 
thought_; ·PGmc *pu~~ta -· -~Go-., ]:>uhta, OS., thuhta, OE,_, )l~hte, OHG., 
duhtaseeined. (Wright 1952:2~, Scargilll951:16) 
·-
· ,PIE .*i -·>~before a-sound~. or ori_ginally when~, .Q. or !t occurred 
in the next syl_l~ble in PGmc: PI£. *~i zdos -:> OHG • , and OE • , nes ~ nest; 
- · 
. ' 3condi tional ·sound changes: 
' .. 
.•. / 
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• 1 ' : . 
~ •• t . 
*wi ros -. > OHG. , OS. ~ OE. , and OFri s. , wer man.. Differences can occur~ 
' < - • • - ~ 
wh~~t1ir ~hey b~·-~; a 1 ecti ca f or . not . . · ln 01 d H1 gh G'erman and. 01 d. Eng1i sh. i- . · . 
J 
·may occur before the reflexes of a-sounds~ instead of the expected e: 2nd 
I •- • 
·.per. ~~· pres. subj. PGmc :*Wigaiz you kill vs *wegaiz you carry-~ OE., 
. ' .-; 
10
• .iigan to fight ·vs wegan to carry ~nd OHG., wigan to ~battl:e vs ~egan . 
~.. . 
to move . --~ppar~ntly, there are other similar doublets: OHG.,' skif, skef -
ship; OE ~ ,'spic, spec bacon. To' explain these la.tter forms orie .has to · 
'.J •• "' - 1 
assume that PGmc *i remained before ·. i _.sounds~ but b·~i:ame~ e . before a=so~nds: 
... .- - . 
• PGmc: -
cl '<- I 
/ 
sg. nom. ~ 
gen. 
dat. 






-.:-.· · *i and *~·were frequently cpnfused, if not always'. Prokosch and. 
. : 
Meillet agreed that they we~e 'almq~t' membe.rs of the same phoneme, i.e .. , . 
. ' ~ . . 
. . 




. . . ...:----
·. · to the ~irection of the drift. This seems· to indicate that ·Gmc. i ~~~ -~ :·- ~-- \ ~-
~ 
were practically one 'phonem~ •; b;fore ;., bqth ·v~wels - appea~~d-;~-i-, befo~e -. 
a, a.s e. Cf. 36 •. IE wiros ··•man' > OHG wer; IE s-tigho$ > OHG steg; -IE 
• 0 
ni-zdom > OHG nes-t. .But this change occurred only 1n co~paratively isolated 
forms." (Prokosch 1939:109) 
· ·.· Kury]owicz and Twaddell , fel-t that *i and . *e contracted through, 
. . ' ' . / ', ' 
... .. \ . 
·at least, part of. their dist.ri'bution and therefore· were phonemic,: _"the 
cpmbi ned picture of IiI and I el a 11 ophones: 1 ooked l.i ke th,i s: 
. ~ ' ~ 
·before resonants alone ·. [ei' 
before . nasa 1 + cdnsonant ·. : [,;] ·• 
befote. /r;J/--+· c6risonant · [e] 
· before_ ..-Obstruent. + /i ,j/ [i] 
befor'e ·obstruent + /u ,a/ [i ] ... :- [e) 
-... _ 
-. . · . 
..... ,· 
. .- . 
; ' ; l 




~ .. • •• • # . .. 
. ' 
. ------------ -p 
- ' i 
\ ' 
.. .... . 
- ~ ' 
I • • . , o .. o • '" ~ .. • 
! 








-~ ' ' ... · ~ ', .. .... . . . • . 
. . . we cannot say that /i/ an.d /e/ were allophones of the same ph~neme 
. . . 
because tney both occurred~ in . contrast with each other, in certain 
' . . 1\ ,. -
phone.tic c:irc~mstances. And ye~ the ?istri.bution of /i/ and /e/ was -' 
33 
.· 
complem~ntar.y in too ~any respects trr justify· treating them as · two ~ormal · 
distinct phon~es." tlwadde1l 1948:142 and ... l45) 
. Marchand stated that the reflexes of PIE *i and. *e did not 
contrast in. i denti ca 1 environments ~ He presented arguments to .establish 
. . .. .. I 
. the ~ity \1 two assumed" sound .changes ~or preGm~: ,P~E *t - .c:. *g_ bef.ore 
,. 
a-sounds; *e ~ *i before u-'sounds. To deny these c~anges . wH 1 be. to · · · · : 
-
accept the allophones [i] and [e] .as · rnemb_ers of differer)t .. phonemes: 
, . b . 
. . \ 
(Beeler 1966:473) · 
11 SUI1111_ing· up, the assumption that *1 and *e were m·embers of the· 
same phoneme in Proto-Germanic permits ~he explanation. of .. the fonns .in the 
'· " "' ' \ ind~vidual languages;. it is defen.sible on methologi cal .. groun~s; it permits 
. the exp 1 ana~i on of · a noma 1i e_s in the daughte·r 1 anguages; i t ,-:offers ; .nea(~r . 
•. p~c~~re' of Proto-German·i.c; it yiel~s .a b-etter explanation ~or the ~ituatio_n 
in Gothic itt·its relationship to the other Germani<;: languages. - It is· · 
.j · 
"'· . . th~refore to be preferred 'to the assumption of a' pho~emic dfstinctio.n between (lJ . . • . 
the. two SOU.nds :·11 . (M~rc1a~d 195?_ :3.~4 ). ·. J . · . ·· ~ 
PIE *.e :-,.. .; 'in Gennanic unless followed by' a mid · or low vowei, 
such as ~' .Q_, or· !· Leveling has. to an extent obscured ttie 9rig,inal .. ~; 
·. cortdi ti ons. PIE *bher.- ---'> Go.~ bai ran, ON. , bera, OE. ,'be ran -to · bear; .-PIE. , 
~· 
' . . 
*ed-~ Go., i tan, ON., eta, OE., etan, OHG., ezzan to eat; PIE *nem- _; 
Go., niman, ·oN., nema, OE.~, niman to take. 
·· · PIE *e ----";> i: a) before a nasal plus a .consonant:. Go~; ·OE., 
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. ' .(_ 
,_ . .,. 
(if' more. than one~consona~t plus j oecurred.before ·i, i or. iu ·;n the second 
I 
~syllub.fe, then it was:r.ealized as .a combinati·on according to the -rule of ~ 
,. . . . \ . ' . - :..~  
.· ·allerna't.ion. i/{dependent _upon t~e l·ength. of the pre~eding syll~ple: Go·.:( 
~ . . -
hairdejs); c) .. in,. i.macc.ented syllables; except" in the comb1nat'i-on -er wh'en f 
' 
. . 
n9t followed by a'n ·_i in th~ nex:syll_able: ~me fotiz -::- OE., fet . . The 
exception .-e~ is-to be ·found i.n .OE. , . fae der, OS., fader, OHG., fater · · 
0 ~ • ~-- ( • c. .... 
f~the~. - (Wright . l95~:28) : 
(' 
' 
·PIE *e -> jj*a -> ~ when followed by an i, 1 or 1 in the same 
.. 
. . . 
o~ the.ne~t sy.~lable: PIE ~~reises ~ PGmc)>rii~s, OHG . , dri;OE.,'}>ri _, 
. 'Gd: ,-p rei s ; three; 0PGmc *gas ti z ->. ON. , _gestr, Go. ~· nasjan, OE. , neri an 
0 • 
" to save; PIE *sed- :-> Go., satjan,.OE., .settan to set. 
o· . 
PIE *e broke into· ea/ia before~ in the following syllable: -c 
' . 
·· PGwc *ebnaz ~Go., ibns, OHG., eban, Oicel., iafn, OSw., iamm even. a ·· 
" 
t.,; ~ • --. 
u .. • • 
'broke into eo/io· before u in the following syllable in some languages: 
. . -. ~ -
.. -. 'f.. • • 
, . PGI!Jc *nieluk ~ OE. ~ meol(o)c, OI'cel., OSw., miolk; otherwise it ~as.j_ ~~ i'n 
Go:, miluks, OHG., miluh, MnE., l'tlilk. 
~· . 
·In West._.G.~_nnanic when~ is u_~lauted b~ a followjng .. j_/_j_ the· 
consonant wlii'ch preceded was doubled: Pti1lc *settian ~ WGmc·. , ' sitt1an·,-.. · 
.,: .OE., sittan . to sit: ·This particular ch~nge is carried out with almost 
· · .. CO!lll;rlete regulari-ty in all the. Germanic languages. (Campbell .1959:42) 
0 
Old 'English~ -~ eo before .!!_-and.!: fol-lowed by any cons~nan.t·, 
:..and before 1 if .it was velarized by a following cor h. It is· very 
0 t - ·~ - • • 
'o 
. :doubtful that u in the following syllable caused · e to ·become i ·. Phonetically 
- ' . · - . -
the u just. did notQexert sufficient influence to parallel the ' case of a 'in 
t_he fol-lowing syHable~ rJ ' 
.. • ',l • -
Final unstre'ssed PI.E *e ~ PGmc *i. ~ 'It wou.Jd pers1i_st ·af.ter · 
· '""' ' I i 
short_ syllables, ~s the reflex. of PIE-' *i did in OE., OS., and OHG .• : eOE., 
-: . 












meri --? 70E., m~re sea. 
. I'> . 
, - ; ; . 
:Also medfal -e-: did no~ ch.ange befor~:i{final 
un;t~ssed -~, as it 'should have if final -_g_ -> -i: OE., me1c/ !!!_g_ • 
, Acc9rdin9__ to Beneditksso~, final _-g~ u.nchan~ed and in 
contrast with final -!_throughout the PGmc period. PIE *e i ·before u 
under the following circumstances (Beneditksson 1966:18lf): 
. ' i) bef2re s~con-d ;syllabl~th 
·i.,ioriu ,.. 
ii) ~efore consonant clusters plus j l:·'\' 
iii) before nasal plus. consonant L 
iv) Qefore second syllables with~' 
.2_, or au •. 
There is much dispute about this change of *e -> i before u . 
. .. ,-;. "~. 
Sorlle clear -examples of-its non-occurrence are available, espec;.1~lly in u-stem .. , 
# • ~ • ~l , , • (I -:~ 
nouns. Other examples show that it maybe abse~t throughout the .entire 
Gennanic area: ON., ~u -~ mi.~r' .. OHG., 'metu,_,OE ; , m~d~_ mead(drink). 
,, ~ " I 
Then there are cases where. the changei is .Present in 6n iy a part of- the 
(I • 
area:· . ON., fe~u --? fiQl, OE. ., feolu; but also OS., filu many/much. 
r: . 
- . 
' Sometimes -the ~h~nge. is present for all, · or at least most of the Germanic 
0 • . 0 .. • 0 
.areas: PGmc *sib~n, OHG., sibun,' OS., situn 1 OE., siofon _(earlier sifun). 
n • C' • • I• 
T.he conclusion must be that-the' phonemic ~tatus of the PGmc 
~ ~ 
opposition .:!._:'e is more difficult to es.tjablish before a ofo·llowing ~yllable . 
' . 
. with ~:u, tnan J n other positions ; 
·. - ... \, . Yet there can be little doubt that th~ 
change .·of e ~-;.before u.' d1cf not -occur. 
- - - . . 
. 
I , \ 
' I 
PiE *a, although somewhat unc~mmon, remained in all Germanic 
{J • " • 
.. 
. lahguag_~s ·: PIE *ad~ . ---? Go., ON., OS., at," QE.; C£t, OHG., az to; PIE 
-.r. \ 1 , - ' 
*agros- ~ Go., akrs, OS.~ akkar, ON., akr, OE. ,. ... "2Cer, OHG., acker 
,7. 
.ploughed land. PrimGmc *a-->~ in Old English an~ Old 'Frisian when -not . : 
. " 
-.,-----:-_ ----'f'o-1-l~ed-by--a--nasal --- consonant. 
L.·· · 










PIE *o ->~initially and in stem syl-lables: PIE *okto(u) . 
-> Go., ahfau, ON., atta, OFris., -achto, OS., OHG.·, ahto, OE., eahta 
eight; PIE .*ghorto- ---'> ON., .garyr, OE., geard, OHG., gart yard. 
36 
. ,, 
PIE *u maybe considered.as the zero grade of the dipht~ong eu/ou., 
This '{owel remained in PGmc before i and_!!: PIE *bhudh'- ~ Go. ~ budum, 
ON., bu~om, OE., ·b.udon, OS., budun,' OHG., 'butun we offered. Meillet. 
' 
cons i'de red *u as a sonant vowe 1. (Me ill et 1970:30) 
PIE *u ->~- is a conditioned sound change. The change is 
~ . 
prevented by an incompatible vowel in the following s-yllable; but sometimes 
.; I • 
favored by a compatible- vowel. This PIE *u remains before *i ·or *u in the 
. . 
following syllable; but changes when followed origipally by a mid or low 
vowel, and when not protected by a nasal plus ~-consonant, or an intervening 
f~or J: PIE *ghutom---'> OE., god, OHG~, got gg£. Although this -sound 
change' qccurs with considerable regularity in Old Englisn; there ar~ still 
many exceptions. 
•' • f 
Often Old English will show u where other·West Germanic 
- I• .. . 
. . 
languages will show o:' OE., fUll, OHG., fall . full; . OE., fugol , . OHG fogal 
bir4. .. 4. 
By PGmc times *u was deve·loping all~p~ones .under paral_fling 
circumstances to that of *i. 11 • • •• It has· been maintained that [i] a~d [e] 
• became members of one and the· same phoneme, and that the.i r · re 1 a ti on~.hi p" · 
was parallel to t~at betw~en [u] and [o].•r (Beneditkss.on 1966:180) Botti 
of·the allophones had a clearly marked allophonic structure, according to 
r 
'1 
T~addell. Wh~n the syllable was stres~ed, the ·allophone was •determined by ~ 
t~e following .consonant. The conditions of this developme~t are as such: ~ . . . 
• I J 
a) before a .nasal p·iu~ a consonan~ (an [o] allophone occurred}'; b) before 
' D 
a syll ab 1 e with hi g'h vowe 1 s (here. ~n ~u] a 11 ophone was 9eve 1 oped); c) before ' 
to 
• I 











. " ... . 
a low vowel· 'in the following syllable (here an [o] allophon·e was developed, 
• J •• • 
. ~ ., . 
and·i't remained ah aMophone of the-/u/ pht>neme): When the allophone 
' I ' • ' o' • > 
app_e·~~ed. in .. .-an :unstressed sy11able, .' the higher allophone occurred., _ "The 
. . . . "'- . 
.. 
in monosyltables [u] 
before' ~igh . vowels [u] 
before· low vowels [o] 
(except) before a,,' 
., nasal plus consonant -[u] 
determina~ts [of the ai"lopflones [o] a.nd [u]}'were th~se: 
,· "" o • • • • • '•, I 
I o o • t • • 
. . . 
# • .. 
E_!<_~mp 1 es: Gmc *furi : OHG furl 0 before 0 ; Gmc *fur a: · ~ora 0 before 0 ; ' 
... *s unus: OE sunu ·"son' . •~ {:!:wad de 11.· 1948: 144) . ·· . .. 
There seems to be many more .. examples· of *u -· .> [o], than of 
' " ,_ •• ) .. 13 
B"ut nowhere is this change universal, especially in Germanic.·,: · *i -> 
Here there is lclear fluctuation :!from one to the other: OHG., fol, OL, fuU 
1 
. f,ull; OHG., wolf, OE~, wulf, ON., ulfr wolf; ahd doublets: OHG., furhten: · 
' . . . 
. . . 
farhten to fear, OE., spura spu?'· : spora track. , 
"In view of the extensive parallelism between i:e and u:o, the 
fact that the · obser~able a1 ternation of u:o must in part be-~~l-ated to .the 
morphological"·environment is of cour~ argument in favor of . 
exphining the distr-ibution of i :e in the same wAy. Therefore, even though 
i has remained more frequently than u, and th~ugh no traces are preserved 
( 
of.the intermediate stage of the alternation i:e as of u:o~ analogy is the 
.most likely ·explanatton for i:e, too... (Beneditksson 1966:185) 
I 
I 
· PIE *a - > a in Germanfc. In the ablaut system it is the reduction 
-
af the long vowels e; ·O and a: PIE *pat~r -> Go., fader, ON.~ faper, .OE. :· · . 
f~der, OS., fadar, {)HG., fater father; PIE *lad--·?' Go~, lats, ON., latr, 
. ........ 
· OE., het, OS., lat,_OHG laz ~- Initia}ly, *a · is confused with the 
short a in Germanic. Ordinarily it disappears, or if it is. represented 
J 










. . ( 
by some vowe1 in cases difficult to determine, it is one of the vowels ~' 
i or ~· - (Me ill e t 19 70 : 30 ) 
.. r 
PIE *1:J(schwa secundum) is a part1a1 reduction of .. *e. The full 
reduction · would be zero. (Prokosch·1939:95) In Germanic, *-t, ~- !!.in 
unstressed o~ weakly str.essed syl~abl_es .before and~fter nasals ·and liquids: • 
PIE *gh-t,mon '.-> Go., OE., guma~ ON., guine, OFris., OS., OHG gomo man; 
PIE *t~1--'> Go.,)ulan, ON.,)ola, OE.,"~ol. ian, oF-r·is., tholi~·, OS.,_· 

























. . 1 
ur/ru/or 
ur/ru ·; -c, v2 
• 
ul/lu/ol r 






/-C, V--# . 
.. 
t 
1. phonolog~cally conditioned vartant, (a- umlaut). 
2' . . environmentally con'ditioned . .. 
.I 
/ 
PIE had four resonants, l~~ ~,with syllabic and non-syllabic 
allophones in complementary distribution. Based on evidence from Sanskrit 
and 6ther daughter languages, length was attributed ~o the four allophones 
' that were syllabic. This brought the .number of sy.llabi.c an ophones to 
. . , .. 
.. eight, four short and four long • . If the resonants occ.urr.ed between consonants 
.. ~ . . 










.>·-· y· .. . · :~. ?~·- >/~ 
_.,/ < ~""j' l>· 
. .· /. / .. . . ~ / -:.... 
. · ,~ / / // c// ·. fi'"~rr -: · . ,/\' · /~ 39 ~/ / . • : . '· ,J: .}Ia..  } ' . 
/ . . 
/ ' " 
' / 
/ • 
/" . } ':'f . ..: • 
·...... .. . ;_ . ... ;! "7, .. • .. . ... 
/," ' ' . · 7 . / 
' -
. --syllapic, -[1 ' m n r]: /I~ .~he resonants ,occurred before" or after vowels, 
. they were _n~~~s;.l; able ,'-~_j ~n ~]. The origiqai sr thes: PIE ' short 
· VOcalized consonant~ · was Cfue to the lOSS O·f the VOWel a, e Or 0 in the 
. / -
" I . ·. . , , . - . / .,_ 
.s110.rt diphthongs, and in corob~_nations of sho;:.t: ~owels P\US .!_ ~· ·!!..!:.· The . 
result was that el em en er -> [~ ~ ~ _:/. .This_ l_oss appear~ to haz::e · 
' / 
·been due to a shift of accent to so, / 6ther sy~l_a~leJn the· word • . · ur~n~ 
the pre-Germanic period the allophones [1 m n r] came to conin 1de with / 
. f / • .I 
I , ' 
ul urn un ur .' {Moulton 1948: Bl) . · ~ . ; 
. / 
: · .PIE. *1 a~ .in *wl0'6s, -> · PGmc *wul faz., OE. t 
... . 
/ 
ul f ., OHG wolf, 
./ 
' / ~a., wulfs wolf; PIE *plnos · - ;. Go., fulls, OE., S., full~ OHG., vol 
. ' 
.. full. 
w r>- .. PJE *m as in *g m-: -> Go_., ~ m- }:> s arrive, gQ_; PIE *kmtom 
-:> OE. ,' hund, OHG., hunt~-..9~·, Go. , , tlund hundred. 
' . 
PIE *n as in *mn--t6s - . > Go. _ga-munds, OE., mynd{e), OHG., .. 
gi-munt remembrance; PIE *wndh- - . > OC, wundor, OS., wundar; OHG., wuntar 
wonder; 
PIE *r as in ~mr-ti ~., maur] r, OHG., mord d~ath; PIE 
. . 
~-
*prka ~> DE., furh, OHG., furuh furrow. , 
II 
.. 
Here are t~e reflexes of the PIE long vowels as they existed in PGmc 
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.. . . j . 
/ · 
. . · / · .. ·! 
. ."' ·. / . . " · . 
~ ' : - .. ,: 
. . 'PIEi t--i remained in NWGmc·, but geveloped. into a diphthong ei in 
:' ~ ;: ' ~ . . ' 
Gothi_c'. ,'PIE/_*su:.~n·o __:..;. G~. ; _  swe~n, _QN •. , su_1~ .' 'OE.; OS., OHG., :~1n . , .. .-·="' ·._ 
· I • I · · - .. 
swine; -PI.E tmei-_ ~ GO., meins, ON., mfnn, OE;, :OS., ·miG., mfn !!!.Y_. -~··:··· · 
' I . /. • • ,'. ; ' .· ; ' ' · \ . . ' 
...... fi. was/rare .. It was believed to have been a contraction o'f a-' . w~:f d i p4hon g ,;,'~;· ch a rOse from t~e w~£~n l n g . of an origin a 1 s frong fo;;, 
/' . ... . 
. . e.ia, ai , , ei, oi .thro~gh, th~ l,pss of;''ac~~nt. The ~in eiaA(ad di.sap.peared 
' , : -:- • • . # I . . . . 
. ·before the''cor:~tr~ct~on took place. (Wright 1952:23) J 
~-
- PIE *u r~inained ~n - G~rmani_ c. PIE *suro.J..-:> ON.,. surr, OE. ,. OS.' 
.. 
:OHG;-~·sur sour; PIE *pl- ---:>"Go.,"fuls,'ON., full, OE., OS.,"OHG., ful 
-- . . •" 
rotten. 
I 
*u was also very rare. · Like PIE *1 it was believed._ to have been· 
. i 
' . 
a contraction of ·a_diphthong which arose from the weakening of an origjnal 
strong form eua; au, eu, ou thrOU9h the loss of accent. I (Wri'ghtc 1952:2.3) 
. . / ' . . . '' .. 
' .!'-at !l I ' • 
' . . PIE *e. rem~i ned, but it is generji lly written~ . In Gothic «£ 
. . 
reverts to e; and in the North and West Germanic languages it resul-ts· in a· .. 
. . . 
This a develops secondarily into~ in Old English and into e in Old 
Frisian: : PIE *dhe- -~ Go ~ , ga-deps, Ot. ' · ld'i.d, OHG., tat, OFris. , _·ded ·. · 
deed; _ PIE .*se- -c:. Go., mana-seps . mankind, ON.", sad, 0£., sad, O~ris., 
sed, OS., sad, OHG., sat seed; PI£ *ed.:. .~ tJo., etum, OE., ~ton, OFris .. ; 
' . I ' -- . 
etom, OS. ~-~tun, OKSJ. ~ azum . we .ate. Th1s change i'S due rna·; n~y to the 
. . 
assumption of a transition a 1 stage be tween e . and a. " 
... ·. 
. . 
PIE *a ·-:-> o in ~ennani c. *a was a rare vowe 1 and does not show· 
. .. abla.ut relations, except with its w_eakened grad~: PIE *mater~ Go. ·; moda_:,. , 
_ ON~, m5yer, OE. , -mo_dor, OFri s., moder, ~S., rna dar, . OHG., muo.ter mother; 
. . ~~~--~--
Pill *bhrater :.-;. G·o.-, brO)ar, ou., br6)>er, OE., br~or, OFris., brother, o~. '! 
. 
brothar_, OHG., bruoqer brothe-r; P!E *sta- -> Go., ON., _stO), OE., O~ris., 
OS., stod, OHG. ·, stuo(n)t stood. ,· 
. . . 































PIE It represents a more 
vowel than the one w ich represents the correspondin~ short. vowels . . I . . ~ - . -.. 
*Cj-~ y ~e consid~red as a ontraction of the: iphthong oa, the -same as *a 
is believed to have contr bell 1959:,40) PIE *bhlo-
Go:, bloma, ON., blo e, OE., bloma, OHG. ·, b 1 uomo b 1oom; 
PIE*dhom- ~Go., dom, ON., domr, OE., o ., dam, OHG., tuom sentence: 
. . . 
setting d-own; PIE *plo ~Go., flodus, ON,_ fl'op; OE., .OS., flod, OHG., .' 












in PGmc and OE. are: 
_)( 
e e au 
-: ~ ~ 
a~ /.u eu 1/' J~ 
eu iu 
./l 
1e eo -.e -ea 
.r 
in PIE appear o.simplify• in their development to the 
~arious daug er languages . . Thee ception · is to. be found in the Germanic· 
.1 .ang ~gefw e're this feature is~ ther resi:t~nt and . ten.ds ~owards _ ~·~ea.ter 
- . . -~ , 
This is eve'\ more s in Old Englis~ with the feature of 
braking, a~~ ~ ea -et~. Only the diphthong *ei in~PGmc became 
"- I . " · 
' ' 
t uly si plified; others such ' s *ai and *au retain their ~~-phthon{~tatus. 
. ! ... . 
'"1 • . . . ',• . 
. Simplif · c.jti~n has occurred i a 'general way only i_n partltular _languages. 
·· ~ ... · PIE *ei ~ i in G' ani c, proba:b ly through the0:di ffer~nt stage·s 
7 4 . . 
j . 






of *~1 ~ ·*n.~ *i. T~id change probably ~as ·nat complete by PQnc; or-. 
I · . I . _ 
· ot~rwise Gothic; . wo.uld show it. Instead Gothic shows the ei: PIE *steigh-
I 























PGmc ai, Go., ai, OE., a, OS., e~· and OHG., ei. 
·~ 
But 
·· it ~e-came lo'n,g closed"'e ~fore r, old h, w,.or when final. ·The contraction . .. 
. . ' . -. - - ) --___ :::-:,_ 
to a monoJ1'hthong had -already taken p~·ace in early Old English:· At this ' 
period jt must ha,ve· been an o~_en -ce sound, otherwise it would have fallen l 
togethei with ·Germanic e. PIE *me-ies --> OHG., m~ro, OS., mera, OE., mara, 
Go., maiza greater; OHG., leren, as~, lerian, Go., l·aisjan to teach; OHG., 
OS., leh~ OE.~ lah, Go., la1hr I lent; OHG., sela·, OS., seola, OE., sawol, 
" 
. ~ Go., saiwa 1 a soul. (Wri g~t 1952:36) _ , 
~ , ' / 
' • • • ,. , .. ,jill 
·/PIE *oi ---? Plimc ai: PIE *woid- .'--? Go.,' wait, OL, wat, OS_., 
I 
- .. .I ., 
;wet, OHG·weiz he knows; PIE *oin- -->Go., ains, OE., an, OS., en, OHG., 
e,irt' ~· 
'PIE *eu·---? PGmc eu, Go., iu, 0~., eo(io), OE., eo, .OHG., eo 
~ i 0 ---? i e'. When fo 11 owed by an _.:!..• 4. Ot:' u' in the next syll ab 1 e then : 
*eu ~ iu. PIE *newo'- ~ *neujo ~ *niuj!i, OHG., os . , niuwi ,>oE., -n.iewe; 
Go., niuji s ~; PIE *l_euk- ---;> .PGmc -A:leuhtjan, OHG., liutlten, OS., 
liuhtian, ~o., liuhtjan -to light. 
PIE .*a4-. ~ PGmc .*au; OS., o, OE., ea, Go •. , au, OHG ou, _ but long 
. ~ .. . 
close 0 through stages . ao, Q before the consonants !· !~ ~· ~· ~· r .• !_. . 
and !!_. OHG., tod, os., .do<t, OE., deaa-, Go., dau)us .. death, from PIE *dliwen 
darkn.ess. 
.f ' • • 
.. PIE *ou ->au : PIE :*roudh~.os, Go., raU)ls, OE., read, Q?., _rod, 
'· 
' 
\· ·. .OHG.; rot red; Go~, baup, OE., _bead, OS., bod.J OHG., bot has offered; 
. . ' ' 
PIE stour-os ---? ON.~ -staurr, OE.·, steorra star. 
- --
·.· 
lkengthened di phtnongs"' with the exception of th~ diphthong e_i, 
, ·• 
cannot be easily recognized as such-from Germanic evidence~ This is because 
. . . 












·they either shortened their first element, ·or m6re· 1 nst the second 
. . . 
·element. PIE *ei is an exa~ple of where .the. second elemen~ of the diphthong 
was lost. 
: ..... · 
.PIE *ei --? PGnlc*e. This PGmc vowel is not to be confused with 
·PGmc *e (~) which is d~rived from PIE *e. The fanner PGmc *e represents 
. . , . 
·-2 • - . 
an open vowel and is written ~e ; the latter PGmc *\ repre~ents a .closed 
vowel and is written ;e1• PGmc •02 remained in the.\daughter languageS, · . 
except in Old High Gennan where it developed int~· ~He diphthongs ea, ia, or 
ie. PGmc *~l was either in the process; or had beco e~ in so~ · stage.of 
I 
. early , Genn~nic (see soun~ change PIE *e ~ PGmc ce): Oicel., sa~, OE. ,", 
s~ d, OS., sad, OH~·., sat seed:_ · 
' l 
... . 
Cognates for the Genmanic words with ve been found in the 
PIE family of ·languages. For some of these -cognat s, acceptable PIE 
\ ~ 
~ · · rec9nstructions have been established. consistent 
patte:n 'of origin establisbe.Q., and the exampl~s·, re few: P.IE *kei ~Go., 
ON., OE., her, OHG., hair; PIE *steigh- -'> G·ar.o steigan, OHG., stiaga; PIE 
*skiH -.ro shine ~ iJHG: , ski ari clev~r, nonn 1 grade in_ Go. , skei rs; ON. , 
· ski'rr, OE., sc1:,- OS., skl'r clever. (Prokos h~l939:104) . 
- The rOal problem is not .to explaiithe 'origin of PGm~ •e', but to 
explain h.ow these different co~binations d'eveloped into._a si~gle ~honeme_. 
-· . -Max H. Jellinek attempted ~n explanation of PIE *ei' into\PGmc 
,' .... . ' ' . *e~ a~d ,*e2 which proved to be very inade~uate • . (L~hrnann. 1955·:· \f>6f·} He 
, , . . 
based his .argument on a pattern that he stablished in .. a small gr~up of . 
.J.' • C> • 
word·;. The.se were nouns a~d adjec.tives in which PGmc *e2 o~~u·rred: . e.g. ·. 




. ,. . I . 
.. sho~i_ng [izJ: OE,. '· ~~d, OHG.,, .Jniata, ith ~ognate.s·-A.v~, mizdam,. Gk., nii',stho~. ·• 
. ' 
.. . : 
.. 
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,( 
Jellinek also eliminated the preterites of class seven strong ~erbs which 
J • - ~; ... .. • • • 
-2 : ~,~ . . . . .. 
have *e .: OHG. ,-_heiz!ln . ca·n, haltan hold • . Even if Jellinek•s suggestion -· 
had va 1 ue, it was ;too narrow in scope ·to be app 1i ed to the prob.l em as a 
whole'$> ·· 
' Anoth~r .objection to J.ellinek•s prop·os?l was in liis failure to 
identify· the origin of the PGmc *e2.· It was not until after he· had 
foli'/arded ,his suggestio.ns ' that ablaut rela~ionships were discovered an'd 
formul .ated for PIE. 11 Thus he fail~·d to specify whether all · PIE ei, or only 
·original ei, /e'Xy/, as opposed to lengthened g.rade ei, becam~ · e2 .'n 
( . 
(Lehmann 195~:67) · 
. ' . . 
. ' 







... ! - ··· 
·. 








r •''f' ' . ' 
' ' . .. 










H ablau·t system 
. ..., 
· , 
Alt~ough diffe~ent in ·fo~~. a.blaut, in ·cor:tcept, has ·b~~n very 
. ~ t.. . ;i' 
well preserved in Ge_rm~nic·. · , In fact it has bee!' stat~ that 11 ••• par..tia.l 
' I - ' ) 
. ,. ., .. ' ' 
maintenance of vo~alic alternations is' an archai~ in Genn~ni_ c." ~ (Meillet 
; 1970:60) 
. ' ' 
The intervention of the sonant vowels i and u, and their alter-
. ·, . •· -- , . 
. ~a: ti ~n with jj ~and y/Q_ haye e~tended the ab 1 ~ut_, •::;.em ~rom the three .. • 
· ~el qual·ities *a, *e and *o in PIE. T~ese alternations wereadded to 
;' 
1:1 
thoseo ~hich were inherited from PIE. They were .created in Germanic· anp 
,appear ·frequently in West Gennanic. 11 However, as a r~sult of . th~ chahges· in· . 
' . If . ~ . 
the vowels and the sonants, Germanic offers .severaf more· or less parallel 
fj , 
and distinct t.ypes or.alternation:whereas Indo-European had only o~e.typ~·.n . 
(Meillet 1970:60) Th_is .brought -new·complicat'ions ~o the _system.· 




sy~lable_s of the _Germanic'languages . . · In some ·_.cases it .s:an b~.;een in the// ., 
. - . . " ~· . I . 
inflectional ' endings of nouns (see chapter 2). Bqt these . remnants do not 
. -. . - / 
demonstrate the-·same unity that ablaut did in PIE. It was ~the add'ition of ~ 
. . ' _ ._ /~ ... 
the vowels i/u and the vocalic resonants which gave this' new scope . . Th~y 
0 - C' • 
allowed for greater alternations within the syste{Jl. _ . 
· ~ ~blaut was maintained ih Germanic when its environment wa~ fully 
consonantal; or when it' occurred befnr~ a true consonant. Thus Germanic 
could have: e/i ,-...J e ,._, a/~ ' . . (zero): (a complete set of examples fo~ 
. 
Gennanic ablaut will !:>e.- r:>r~sented later in this chapter). The -zero-grade 
. " 
' -
of_ the ablaut is. a raritY,-_ in Ge,rmah'ic . . The reason for this is because 'it 
involves an acoumttlittion of consonants. 
. ,. ' ·- ~-..._-------. 
. . 
" 













' ' . . 
In. G~rnianic the alternation of. o/a took place ~here. the pres~nt 
~ / 
I / tense show~d the .root vowel · ~, that i~, the derived vowel of PIE *o or *a. / /1 
/ 
/ 













. . . a 
exception is the Gennantc ~ alt~rnation ~o/a ba_sed on the. PJ~ vowels 
~/o. >; Jn.a . d1agra!f1: - 11 
. 






· An. e~ample for this can be seen in the Old/ Engiish cl~s{..slx ve.rb: :. 
infinitive 'fa ran · to set forth; preterite · s ingul ;r, for. / (M~i 11 et 1970: 56~) . · 
. There. are othe~i!Tiportant changes that occ~r/ in W~st Gennanic 
. - · . ! -
and ha,ve c~me down .to u~·~-'(rom PIE-. . These changes ha~~ ocl~r-red ' und~r ~he 
following conditions': · c r~"'~"' / 
' . .. '. ; ' 
i) When _ a~laut occurred :before an origirial PIE i in the ryeuter 
suffix .-o_s/-es, the suffix became Gennanic -az/-iz: *sigiz-;:. Gmc., -sigi, . 
~ . . " ' 
later Go., sige victory; and *bariz---~ WGmc., beri, ·later .Go., bere barley . 
. · This _PTf ~ i .s r~p~esen;~~ ·_in Old English bY~r_: PIE *me-.fes-· -,. OE . , mara 
· greater; · PIE *geus-,. OE. , ~ inf.- 'ceosan, .and past participle coren . to ·choose 
.· · .. -: . 
· . · (Ve~ner's · L~w) .- 11 .. . r from z is restri~ted to. ~he · medial position, f?r .-. · 
:'1 ' .. ~ . 
initial z did riot exist in. Germanic, and originally t'inal z is alw~ys ;,,. 
"'-
lost in OE., whether belonging to inflectional or deri yational ·fonns . .. 
(Sievers 1970:125) ·,There are_ very f ew examples to demonstrat~ this'. change_. 
> • 
' J ~- . 
I • 
. .', : · ' 








...~· ... · 












- ,. ' 




• • e '· 
'~ · . 
II' wi~h other declensions 6r gend~rs. :_.. . . ..... '" . 
.. . 
,. . 
.,. Whe:re an t_ does· appear in Old English in the position ·of an · 
' 0 
,. 
originally finai z, i.t is the-result' of a reinsertion from·polysyllabic .. 
. - . ' 
forms. For certain forms like sigor or lQm~or, there are cbmparable fonns · 
I . • ~ ~ ' 
I '"'~ • li~e sig~ and lqmb. The foriner, sjgor, retains unqer al·l circumstances 
the suf~ixal s ·as r, and have become part of. the a-declension. Sometimes 
- - . .. l - . 
·,.-·, 
' . . 
there oc~urs a dative .singular without an ending: sigor . . The latter, 
' - . \ . . 
lQmbor,"has dropped the r. in the, singu.lar, but retained it in the plural. 
•) 
ii) When ablaut took plate before !!..'in th~ suffix -ono/-eno . "' 
"' • ·.. ot- · ' ........ 
<} • • • • • ., • J?~.,: .. 
_~.:::;;-.., of ~he - past participle of stron·g verbs, it became Gennanic -ana/-ina. " Th~r~ '· 
•'~: ·.:~ I • ., '., ' , ' • :~ • ~ , • "': • ' .._ ' e ·~ • • • ~--: ~ ~ • •Jtr4.-t..' 
I.· 
. . · /:':'~.·· ar,e a~ feW Umlauted fonns tO demonstt:ate this change: '(£genalia Cymen. uTh_Ef<1 : · 
// · pai~ pa~ti ci ttle of strong verbs.- -has. thr~ughout· OE. -the ~nding -en: (ge).;. ··, _-·:· - __ ;
/'"" "'t',.. - ' • • • ...... • [) • . ~~· ; ... : - · : · 
/ . , . I? \- .? ' • 
/ bundeh,.etc., but the dialects also occasionally have -an, -on, -un." :<· .. :::.! 
·--.. . -. 
I. 
:. • d 
..... 
, . 
~ . . ~ 
-{Seivers 1970:?69) I~ ·1s worth noting that -th.is ·gradation·was particularly 
n.ot.iceable in the weak decl~nsioA · suffixes -en/-on/-n, which became Gennanic 
l ' . 
---
-in/-an/-um. They have for all practical purposes completely disappeared 
' .f 
1: 
in Old English. 
iii) When ablaut occurred before .1 i'n· .the s~ffix . -olo/-elo, · it 
- . .. 
(. ~ . ., . . . - . . 
became -ala/-ila in Gennanic, and ·-ol in qld 6ngl'ish. s·oth stages can· be 
.. t • • • 
clearly seen in- the double forms: *daug~la/*daugila ~ OE., deagol/diegol 




. ,iv) :Ablaut is reflected iJl Old English when it originaily occurre~ 
/? ..;;;,: 















.. ...  · . -
.. 
.,_ .. ,, . 
4 • I 
.. . 
... 
' . ... 
·. 
9 
.... if • 
• ·. 
... o:.. ~·,.. 
n· • 
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Apart from these PI~ der,i_yati_ves demonstrating·· traces of ablaut · 
. ' . 
• • • • ' • ., • • f ~ • \ 
·in Old English, .there are further extensions . .'. These~ hqweve~~ depend upon··· 
' C' ' • : <o ~ o o • .. I • o • o ,,;: ' I ' I oo o 
secondary stress, and also partially upon the vowels of adjacent syllables. 
, . ·. 
More ~pecffically, "f:here is .an influence in effect to change o and ·u ;'n '·. 
o • I • . . - - • . I d . • • • 
final posi-tions to e. This would occur only when the word' i-s lengthened"bY 
. . 
a syllable with secondary stress,. and having· a, ·a o.r u. An example··. to shoW:',.._,-. 
J • " - - - • ' .. ~ ! 
.• . ... · I , .. 
this. can be seen in 01~ English: sta~ol foundation; the gen. sg., sta~ol€s; : · 
• . -~ 
the dat. , sg~:;· sta~ole; wh>ile~e plural form is sta~ela·s, -u, -urn; and there .- ·1- ··, 
,o 
·: ~s a i so ·the verb st~l!el ian: · (Sei vers ·1970 :86f, 125, 212f) , 
· In the development of ablaut ·from PIE int~ Germanic, there can be~ · · 
l 
· no doubt that a certain amount ·of secondary ·inovation .took place. This .... 
r " 
. a 1 one can account for ~he ·1 ack of . camp 1 ete cohes i veriess among the Germanic 
·strong verbs. Whil~ it is advantageous. to propose a threefold division . 
,. 0 .. • " .fJ 
fl giving:-forth a multipli-city of patterns. -: it is not so· very easily demonstrate·d ~. · . 
Meillet sugg~sts a ·s~stem 'Of. ·four .abliw't patte~~s;_ Prokos.ch says that four 
. . 
patterns are too. many, but three ·_are not eno.ugh. · 
It i.-s· ·our intenti.on to ~ollapse Meillet•s four abJaut patterns into 
. . 
') , 0 •• • 
~ system of thr~e\ by· fusing \a~~e:ns III ·and ;v. Thus ~e gain . the simplicit.y 
'of a three:-pattern system, but. rstai n any advantages of a four-pattern system. 
, ..  : 
t ' • . • ~ ··.:c. 
. . · Meillet•s four sequences of ablaut..:_pa~·t~rns for PI£, (as seen in . 
:· , • • J ~ ""-' '\ 
· Chap~er 2), ar~e: ·.. . ·u :·. 
0 
I. y r.; *e .. *o . . zero 
.. .. ~ II. . *e. *a· 






. *a . 




. , ) . , . 
0 
. . ' • 
.. . ' 
0 
L ' -' 
' -
.. 
. " . 
' . , 
·' ' . 
clll' • 
·-
, I. PIE ablaut pattern e/o/zero: . 
' .• 
.. ,0 ...... 
. .· .. I. ·. 
·' 
. . .;,. 
- .. 
• <,. _, II. 
.. 
. 











. . . 
. " . 




.! " , 
PGmc i 




















( 1 ) ·. 
e (m) C.·. 
1 (")· . {r) . ' { 1 ) .. 
· e/i {m~ ·c 
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'· • 
'· i ·. i · .• 
1 , l . 
•• • • f 
·1 
. ·u ! . 
.J u.(o) 
. . 
, .. . •. 
*sti n;~na .. 
' - 4 
. 1 '~ 
. i 
biten to 
. " : .... 
·-y 
u(o~ 
... . . . 
bite 






Q"(m) c .· 
ll~l 
. ( 1) 
a (m) C ' 
. ( n) . 






· ·.u 1 1 0 





' lC me nC rc 
l.l l 1 
ulc umc unc urc 
'!Ounttum *Dunc!ana 
*wlrpana . . , 
u -;~(._ . '· : 
... _t · rft 
·;;:-- . 
















• •, '"' r 
'• 
. ., ... 
• 0 
. '... ~ . : 
. . ·













. . .- . 
• ' 0 





0 ~ - '• 
;i'. ' 
(Verbs with a nasal plus ·a consonant ~ave this ~attern: 
bfndan 
ii) .. : e '. 
bun don bunden to bind) 
ea u o, verbs 
: . .. . 
(Verbs with lplus a consonant ~~ve this fatt~rn: 
helpan healp · hulp'on· holpen. to help) 
.tfii ) eo ·· ea u o 
• '· fJ ... 0 •. 0 • 0 
. (Verbs with r or h plus .a ~onson~nt h~ve · this . paitern: . 




weo"ryan wurdon worden to become) : . 
. 
To. this class belong those verbs in Which the liquids 'preceed the V~Y~el, 
andarefollowed by two conso~an~~-.: OS., bregdan, OHG., brettan to -braid. 
.1' , .. 
·The preter~te p'lural, however, ff''formei with tu and lu inste~d ~f . with ur a·n_d, · 
ul is: OS., brugdun, OH!l., bruttum. Frequently metathesis i~ found ' to 
· occur in this particul~r class . 




.·1 ~~~ · 
0 ( 1) 




i i) *niman 
( l) (1) · :.. 
0 (tn~ - (m) 
rn (n). .' ' ( r) ( r) 
··, 
a~~ ( 1 ) (n~ . u (m) .. . :: ~ . Cnr ... ( r) . (r) . . 
. 
' *bar *be rum *burana · ·. 
*nom *nom urn *numana 
. ' 
- . 
• • • Q. . 
. (Note that the · pr~terite plural vowel ha~ the' leng~hened 
; . 
grade.·) ·-
' ~·t· . . . 
I • . 






. .. •, 



























i) .be ran b~ron boren · to bear 
i i) niman - ' - / . numen to take · nom nomen 
· (Note that the preterite · p~ural in Old English dis 
based on the l .e_ngthened grade in PGmc.) 
PIE eC oC 
l 
· .ac 1 PGmc eC ec e 
" . - .*metan *mat · .. *me tum *metana 
- The C in this group would not, oi cour~e, be ~ither a . 
• I ' • 
li"quid or a nasal. ·The preterite has the lengthened -
. V I 
grade '*metum we measured.· --It might be thal ~ is due to-
. . . 
the weakness of th~ root syllable i~edia~ely prece~ing 
"' • r 
'. 
', 
# • ""' ' - ~ -the strongly stresse_d ending: · PIE *se-sed-me --'> se-zd .. me . 
---~ seadme .--'> sedme. The past participle had t he same 
vowel as the . present . . · Nonna11y it would have developed 
. . ' 
into an~, agreeing with the preterite sing"ular and 
. . 
creating an a noma 11y in . the ab 1 aut sys tern. . ... 
-J •··· 1 J· J ' 
Ole. "2. OE-. e e . 
.. 
.. ' me tan ·rn ae. t m~ton meten : to .-measure 
, , I 
... III. - PIE ablaut pattern ·a.ro/a: ' . 
·- VI. PIE a -a· . 
'• 
' . 1 PGmc a ·l· . . ... \ .. . .. . -0 -0 a . 
. -
t:grcffian ~ ...... ~ . 
...-..:: 
· _*.grOb *grdbum *gra"bana 
I . , 
~ -
. . . . 
_ ... . 
, . . 
/ 
·'./ . . . , 
. -r-
• I • ' I 




The preterite plural.should 9emonstrate .a vanishing grade, however by 
analogy with.e/e, the'plural w~s.formed; in -o. The past partiGiple bei~g 
end-st-r:essed has the short vow~l a. 




-0 . 'a/PJZ. 
' fa ran for foron"-~ · faren/faren to go . 
. . 
On the -basis. of the- preterite sfngular. and plural'; class VII 
' . . 
strong verbs may be c'assifi~d . under M~ill~t~s se·cond pattern: PIE e/'o/a. 
- -
"l ·, 
VII. PIE e 0 
1- l l ~ I 
PGmc ' -e 0 
... :."yt~ ! " I 'J @ DE: ·n 1: a -e e a 
hat an het · _,_ · -heton haten to command 
;i) - - - -ea eo eo · ea 
be a tan beot beoton beaten · to b"eat 
. ~ 
i ;i} - .:. -. ea eo eo ea 
.. . feallan feoll "fepll on feallen to fall 
: . 
. 
iv) a(o . eo/e eo/e a 
- -gang an geong geongon gang an to go I 
.. 
.. 
fen feng · fengon fangen , to take 
. - e(eo . C0 . . ~ ' . v) "'i:/a e/eo tR./a 
lie tan · let . leton 1~ teri to -let 
.. . 
.- - to know cnawan cne9w cneowon cnawen 
., 
· vi) o/e - - -l . eo .. eo 0 
~ 
' 
blotan bleat bleoton bloten to sacrifice 












' 'I" \;.·· 
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Since Class VII is not a settled category (nor are Clas~es IV : VI, 
all tha·t -dettnitej there may be other verbs which belong here. But this 
. ~ .· . ~ . •' 
" - - " 
need not prevent us from making certain observations: }') to th_is Class 
' . ' ' ·_,._ 
belong those yerbs which originally had .reduplication in ttieir prete"rites; 
ii) also-,.,..·it appears a~ if this Class has been established on the basis ·of 
- / . 
eo _, /e _vowels in the preterites. Su_ch observations are not new; but . '· 
nevertheless, they should b~ reaffirmed. (Priebsch and Collinson 1966: 174f; 
. ' . .. 
Wright l952:87ff; ·Campbell l962:317ff) ~ 
' . 
. It appears .doubtful whether the relationship of -the PIE .ablaut 
' . 
patterns to those qf the. Germanic seven patterns will ever be fully explained. 
, . 
. -
Whether this is. because of secondary innovation, or due · to the rigor of. the · 
Gennanic classifications cann·ot now be said . · But newe~ insigh,,t rni.ght be . 
. . 
gained, if we y-~er'e not to adher to the rigor of the Gennanic .classifications;, 
~ . . ~ . . 
- ' 
' -
at least, not when trying to establish the relationship with ' PIE. After· all, 
th1s characteristic i~ clearly Germanic, not PIE. 
, . 
. I 
. . ' 
·' 
: r • 
'- ' .· 
' ' 
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~. ii) characteristics of the Gennanic verb" 1 
' ·. \ i ' 
' . / I t I. 
The general structur:~ of .the Germanic verbaL system h.ad changed 
' . I . . I 
considerably fr<?_rn that of PIE. Even the numhe~ of forms had peen 
' . 
substantially reduced, _ making the v~rbal system much ~or: .,ri4orously, defined 
. ' I 
and simple. ·--:;. · · - - ,... · 
.· 
For the most · part· the verbs were divided into two group.ings:· ·strong 
•\ . '. . 
verbs and we a~ ver:bs. The stran·g group form their pr~terites and past 
participle's by means of ablaut, or vo.wel alternation: OE., bltan to bi te, . 
bat bit, biten ·· bitten; or ·by redu.plication . of ·:the radical ·syll.able,_ which . 
/ 
. \ 
however, does not exclude ablaut: OE., gan ·to .go, gangan gone.' \ The weak 
. . . . \ 
group fanned their past tense by the ad~i,tion of ~ syllable contain~:Q.9: a 
.· \ 
dental, -de or -te; and t~eir p,ast. particip l es by means of .a de~tal su~ix, 
-d or -t: OE., frenman to perform, fremede he perfonne~, fremedon they· 
performed, · gefremed · performed. Besides these grol)pings there are a few o .. 
. 'I .. • .., 
other verbs which fonn Jl.li nor c.l asses: Preterite-present ve r bs: OE. , witan 
to know; and verbs in -mi: OE., earn, beam to be. 
· The verbs which be.long to t~e strong grou.~ wer~ originally' ~ivide;..: . 
i.nto non- r e duplfcated and reduplicated ver:bs. The .non-reduplicat'ed verb? 
' 
are · divided into s ix classes on ~he basis of ablaut pattern·s. The orig~nall y. 
' 
reduplicated verbs which can be seen ve.ry. clearly in Gothic: ~o., hal dan 
. . 
to hold; preterite h~ihald held a.re all unusually classified in Old Engl ish 
as Clpss VI I verbs. 
Gerniani c had · two tenses: a .non-past; arid a past: (see _chapter i , 
: -
Tenses·). It di.d not retain forms f~ r. th'e P'rE distinction between an acti oif -
/ 
\. ~ . 
\. 
being continued in . the pas t~ and ·an action bei ng deve 1 oped ~ i / the Pz1~en·f: . 
·: @k . , 'eleipo~ · I was leaving , l~ipo I am leaving·. The ional . s,tincti on . · . 



























. . , i.~ 
between aorist an di.sappeareQg, They;.Were fused into ~ combination ) . <· ~·~ ·. . 
tense ' csll~ed the , preterite' . .. · Becaus~ ·~r~:./t~is . fusion, th~ forJ!ls ' ofthe 
I •/ ., ... ,. : . , . . 
preterite w~re t ken partly from thos-e . .'of the aorist,. and partly from thos~ 
v • I ', . . , .. ~ ·. 
of the perf~ct. Gennanic never p.roduced a distinctive inflecti~n for 
. I , .. ~.· . 
'giving expr~ssion ,to the future. The expression of time has always remaine~ 
limited to the opposition of .. non-pa~t (th~· forms of which also serve for the 
. . '. '\ 
' future) and .the past. ·this ;s ·--stiil true of the modern dialects, ali of 
I - "'\ • 
which !Jlake use of Jlon-past auxiliaries to e~press the tutur:e. 
. . 
Thus, Gennanic, for all useftJr purpo~e·s, has eli'minated the 
im~erfect, t~e . a?rist, and the pluperfect, and never developed a distinctj've 
' • ) • ' • J 
fut.ure tense,- Remnants of the old morph~l~gies are to be found throughout 
I . . 
f • - • • J:Q • • - • 
· the .various · permanic languages: the aor1st for examp.le is thought to su \!iVe 
. in th~ ~Gmc~ 2nd person singular of the past tense of the stron~ verbs i 
-1 - -i z :\ _ -eS: OHG., stigi (sti egst). (Pri ebsch-Co 11 ins on 1966: 98) 
/ 
_: . ·A 11 the Germanic 1 ang\.Jages have '_Preterite-present l v·erbs .· Thes 
ar·e· strong verbs ·.in whi.ch the preterite forms have 'taken on a pres.ent .me-~n ng: 
OE., wat .· I know represents an old perf~ct fonn of the /verb, meaning I hav 
. . 
discovered, observed: ·This change is. likely to .have .occurred ir:a pre-Ge~ari i c, 
. ~ . 
·· sine~ this verb .is cognate with~.,~r~ek . cr(qa · ·I know ;' l i kewis~ an .archaic 
' . 
· ,pe~fec-s. Thes~ verbs are distributed among the various ablaut classes: 
class VI.OE., mot I may/ moton' they may. 





• passive voice ·wi!,S eliminated except for archaic remnants. In Old Engt ish 
~ · ' . ' . 
' • • I ~ ; ., ' . t - 1" 
there . i'S a cl~ar example of the · original media-passive voice: OE.' hatte 
... ~ . 
. . 
·· . is/was called, .the plural is hatton are/were called . . with the loss of this 
. .. ...... ,t,~ . 
. feat~re Q/ th; ifangu~~·e, the passiv.e voice is formed, for example., ' in Old · 














. / ' 
/ 
. t! . . 
English -with-the use _of an auxiliary: bedn, esan .to be,/~ccasionally also 
. . / . 
with weo !J>an ~0 become • Coup fed ~i. t h t · s a uxi 1i a ry / f oriil the paSs i ve i s / 
the past parti ,ciple. · · . / · .· / 
Gennanic has an indicat· e .'"!'od si)J/to-th~t of. PIE. How~. 
it. has blended the subjunctiv and optati.ve ·moods of PIE. The new mood 
- / ' 
derived from this ·coalescence ·is f~~-~·lly.de.rive~- in most verby1rom the .PIE 
/ . '/ 
_optative, ·and it has t~o subjunctive forms: . OE., heolde tt{at he rna have 
he id, the 'preter/,{.1 ue which is in contr~st .•i.tti th subjunctive (a:~i ent . 
. opt~tive) OE? healde t~at he may hold . . The 1mp;,rative fonn has pers1sted 
in Germaui~: OE., heald hold corresponds to ttfu' present indicative, healde 
. . / - / 
;. 
I hold;~here is no like correspondence fop/ the pre.terite 7 :· .Wbereas PIE ha·d a ~ingula;)~• and pl~rai numbers, the .Mode 
Gennanic language.s have retaine.d ~,ly the sjngu1ar and the plural. E r all 
practica 1 purposes they have dr,/pped the dua 1 number. · There are races of 
/ . 
. .(-
it as late as, Old English, e.g., the pronominal syste~: .;~,~·r. dual,· nom., 
wit we two. Other cases of :ts ·appearances in the 1/ angu'age -would be mainl 
dialectical. 
Inflectional ending.s are still to be found in the 
the .Germanic 1 anguages. However,. this feafure wi Jl vary in 
of 
one language ·to another. (By complexity it is meaf1t . the num r of fonns tha~ 
· will be inflected). For instance, .the present ;·ndicativ 'forms ·of.Modern . 
/ 
English wi 11 show only. the 3rd _per. sg. as being infl cted; while in Modern 
Gennan there wi.ll be_, at .least, three fonns infle ed, ·if not·mo~e. Detailed · 
e~planation and original res'earch would be ne ssary to dem~nstrate clearly 
. -
the relationship of the modern language i lecti.ons wi.th t~ose of the PIE. 



















showing . the diachronic conn. cti on of the" Germanic verb·a 1 system with · ttie PIE 
. - . 
athematic and thematic verb forms. 
I 
Except. in the cas·e of intransitive verbs which keep their activ~ 
meaning e.g., is lying, Gennani.c has retained only'" o.ne presen-t and one- ·past 
. I 
participle: OE., bindende binding, bunden bound. 
• I 
lastly there ·is the infinitive. .In PIE this word existed only wi th 
a speci a~ .granmatical form. If a word was independent of a grammatical 
. . ~ 
category, then it was of no value. ·Hence our understanding of the infini~ive 
in~ Gennani~· w<;>uld have. ~een of no value in PIE. But this feature of. the . 
language. has changed arid such a category now has full and proper value. Since 
' I . 
•r 
'the present was no longer expressed in a particular aspect of an :· action·, the '. 
.. 
, . .. 
infinit1ve be<;ame attached to this group. 
infinitive was e1ther no.n-past or past. 
idea of the verb: OE., singan to sing . 
' n But this was not to say that the' 
Instead it expressed th~ general 
. A~though.the Gennani?,verbal.structure h~s equivalent counterpa~ts 
in some of the· other PIE l.anguages, it' sq11 represents something quite new 
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iii) Old English Strong Verbs 
·Old English Strong Verbs show all the ' general _characterfstics of 
. . 
' . . 
the Gennanic verb; and more spec1fically, all the unique features of the 
Germanic · ~trong Verb. Therefore reflecting .the Gennani c system, the Old 
,.. } . 
Engli?h verbhas four tens·e-stems:. i) a present-stem for pr~sent fonns; 
ii) a preterite-stem for the 1st and 3rd .person singular· indicative fonns; 
iii) a ·preterite-stem for the 2nd person singular ind1.ca~iv~ .and all plural 
. 
· fonns of th~ present indicative; and iv) a past par1:icip]e. When discussing 
. ·or making references .to the verbal system, the following . four stems are · 
· usu'ally used as ex~mples: the infinitive, the 1st person singular indicative, 
the . lst person plural indicative, and the past partidpl.e. It is in the 
root voweJ . of each of these fonns that ablaut-pattern for · the verb is 
demonstrated. 
Present 
··The, . majority of the Old English Strong Verbs are derived from the 
PIE thematic .verb typ~with a root ~ccent. Other smaller. grQups of these 
verbs are based: i) on vari'ous types of presents with j-suffixes, .. e.g., 
a 
certain Old' English Strong ·verbs of ~lass V: · sittan i- *sitjan to sit; 
,I • 
1
• • · . · ·:· ii) on tn'e athematic verb type, e.g., a few isolated examples like OE., don 
1 0 
r 4 I I • o • -
'· to do;. iii) verbs with nasal suffixes, e.g., certain. Old English verbs of 
lass III: rinnan (*-nw----'> nn) to run; iv) presen~s with nasal infixes, 
e.g .. ~- OE., fa han -.--: :kfa~Xanan to catch, standan . to standi v) verbs of · 
redu~ication classified as Class VII, e.g., gangan to go. (Prokosch 1939: 
147f) 
Yet there are diff~rences, because Gennanic has included' among 
• l • • \ • 
those thematic derived verbs others of a different structure: o.E., binde 
•. 
t:1 ' 





I .bind. This verb form has no equivalent outside Gennanic. Then there is . 
• ~ J 
OE., bite · I bite which is paralleled to a differently constituted ·and more 
. . . 
. , ."•< I 
archaic present, Sk., bhinadmi I .spli't. ~ The PIE root .*9h~u~· to pour w~,i,~h . 
, . ~ 
provide~ an athematic present took on a secondary suffix, *-de-' • . , From this 
suffix combination a pres~nt of the thematic type: was fanned~ OE., geotan 
·to pour with the feature of a root present. (Mei llet .1970 :.72) 
· Preterite · . 
The preterite of\he 01~ English strong Verb is believed to be 
base~ on the PIE perfect. This was an ·athematic type verb _with speci.al 
. 
. endings (see Personal Inflections: · chapter ·1). This perfect existe,d with 
or without reduplication .. Those fonns without reduplication reflect a 
· ·present · founded on a fonn .with the root vowe 1 e: OE., band I have bound; 
~, ' -= . ' 
beside binde I bind. Traces of a preterite with reduplication are found · 
. . . 
•'· 
in· fonns where the p~esent ~~~ a speci a 1 vowel fonnati on t . and whe.re the 
perfect is not characterized by .the vowe~ . Gothic best exemplifies_ thi~ 
feature: Go., haihait he has named/ haih~itum they have named. Although, 
Old English does show some remnants of. it; 
t have advised. 
OE., he(h)t I commanded. reord 
Generally ·speaking, reduplicati.on does not blend in well with the · . 
. . . . 
Germanic Strong Verbs. This is because of the accent position. Gennanic 
h-~s stabilized, in op_position to PIE:, its accent on the initial syllable. 
Thus it gave it ·a prominent position and un.denninded the capacit~ . fo~ · C 
































(hai hai t) 




(lailot) . (Sievers 1970:29?} · 
Hence, ·on this basis, p_r~terites with reduplication were broug~t back into · 
.r . • . ' " 
the · genera 1 ity of · St~ong ·Verb preterite~;' but ~-s a development ~{ a di a 1ect." 
Past Participle . · · · . , , 
• ,u ~ .,.,. 
The vo~ca 1 ism of the past pa rti ci p 1 e . is generally consi dere~ to· be 
.. . . . 
very stable. However., there are a few c1rcumstances,. which we shall see 
~ - ' 
later, where the root vowel doeSrchange. The vocalism in the past,_participle; 
... 
-
· · is derived· from an ori gi nctl zero.--degree. 
' • • t • ... •• 
~ The present (infinitive); the pret€ii~te~, 
. "', . 
-. ::~~~r:-e discussed in relatio~ to one apotner be~aiise on 
' ,( 
1 • 
• - • 1\ -
and ttie past _J)a rt1 ci p 1 e .. 
_.., 
the basi 5 of any on~~ . 
.... 
· --~~~·:.fcinn, the other forms can be constru&ed. So n ·:a new preterite ·wer:~ fonried, 
. . . . . . . , ' . 
•l , 0 'I 
.·by al)alogy with the system, a preterite an'd .a past particjpl~ could also be 
' ) 7'. \ • - . . "" • . p 
;i"f&nned. · ' . 
---~ 
'-: Forfliati on of Tenses: . ~ -~ 
·:... , 
. ' 
Classes I-V:· The root· vowel of the· present-stem in Old English 
' . . ' . -. •, 
., ' 
is derived from PIE ·*e; . and Classe,s I-V 11Were distinguished by the ~9und 
r'. .• ~ . - , - • . 
·_' whith f.ol .lowed it: ... ·. (Campbell 1959.~302),. In. Old English .th_i.s gav~ Class"' I 
. . . ' . . . 
.. · .. · 
~ -.. • 
.• ~ . 
. :; 
. ' ' 
.!. .;__ PIE -·*ei: dr;ifan/ to drive; Cl-ass II eo . ~ PIE)*eu: : fleogan to _ f~y; ( , -
_Cl~ss·u~-:!. ·with _a liqu1.d or n~~al f consonant:. bindan to bind; Class IV _;with ~ - _: ,: 
a Aas.al~t coJisona~~~ -befJe s_ingle ~' ~nd be~6re. a liquid~ r~:ains: beran - .. ·-- . . 
. ' \.~ 







. \ ' 
··, 
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, 't . 
_, 
The _root voweJ ~f ttie .'first preterite is derived f_rom PIE *.o. · ·. '· 
. .., 
~ . 0 - ~ - • . . - . '· ' -Class. I has a<-. PI£ *oi: . draf · I drove; Class n ea.,<-:- PIE *ou:• fle~g 
... . . . 
~ . . ~ . 
I flew; Class· III, IV and V have a (ae.) <-PIE *o, and subje'cted to the 
same 'condi tions·_a.,S· those in the present·:· ba,Od I boun(J, b~ r I · bore; .and ·-
• J 
12t I ate. o'"~ I 
, . 
• . The second preterite stem (for the. 2n~ . singular and ·plural 
I . . 
• • 0 
, 
. ' ~ ' . . . . ~ ; ~· . ":•' : ' ~ ,. 
. , i,odicatives) ha~ ·a .vocalism de~i_ved.'f.(o~ the ,PIE son~nt·yowe_ls if!!., 9r a 1 ... 
•• .,. ~· , . t 'I '. • . • ' 
., . derivati've from a VOCi\lic ' resonant, 1 r ·m n.J These resulted in Old English 
. . . . . ' 
. ' . . .. . . . . . . . .. 
, · as jj!!_,. or ' u1 ur .um un (see Chapter rp)_~ 11This redLic~j~n · o.f voc~lis!f!WSl~·· 
tl 0 ~ • • > • .. . 
.. . clearly d~e to absence of. accent· t"rGJJ the root s,Yllab'le~ . ."." (Campbell 1959: 
' ~ .. 
·304) Class I drifon . they ·drove .; ·class. II<flugon . they flew; Class. Ill·.·., 
{) .· ' . 
' 
\ \ . 
bundon they .bound; Class . IV, were ~ubjected to ·conditioning: b~ ron · they . · , 
' · o• " t · , · · =.- . 
, . ... ~:.. ·, -
·bore; Class V_ ~ton they a_te. · 
.. ' 
" 
· The past particfple for Class I-III_ is based upon the same · originar~;~ 
. ' ' .. 
0 ... . \ : . . . , 
. , s · • ;,. r.oot ·vowel as that of the ,second pr~teri.te; But in Germanic a·· root vowel 
·~ ~ . 
'(1 c , , t 
:·'1_-· > . .Q_, unless followed by_ a nasal. . · H~nc,e we have for the past participle: .,.· "' 
" Clas~ . I drHoq driven;· Class ·II' flogen flown; Class _III. bund~n bound~ 
.. . ~' .· , . 
For. ·c19sses IV ·and V t~e pas~ participle - show~ ·a reduction o-f the root'~vowel . . 
• • j 0 A 
· ·.: - shown. i ri the i nfi nit.i ve. In· PI f beca~se the vocalism·. o'ccutred .be for~ a· , .. · .. . 
· s~ng·l~ conso~a.~t the ' r~·duction .~as- ~ot c_~mpl_-~te; .but ins~~CI,'~:it ~hjlnged G to" · _: ~ · ·. 
. a . . ,~. {• ·. . • · ·. 
~-~: 1>, schwa se~undum.: · Class IV b~ron borne; Class _V·eten'' ' eaten.· . .' 
• • : ,..;. . • ' ~ . • •• I ' 
Certain verbs have been classified according to the first five · . 
> I < ' • • ,' I • ~ 
.;-- -~ classe.s, a 1 though. they d_i,,d not ·adher to th·e full . ablaut-pattern. ·· )n-th~s~ _ .. 
.. , 
. . . . . . , 
cases,"while there are dis~imilarities'with c~r.tai'n features ·, there ar.e . 
. , . . , . . ' 
. . . . . ' . . ~~ ,.. . . . . . 
. · simil'arities· with oth~rs. -In Classes I, II, and · IV there are some ·aorist 
.. 
. 






presents ~i th a reduce.d ~rade of ablaut·: · cuman to ·come. Some ver~s in ~·r . , . ... 
' · . 
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Class ii have · u ~nd not eo in the ihfinitive: brucan to enjoy. : S~ch an 
... ' ' f" 
·jntrusion is not clear, ~ui it ~pp~ar~ · to' be more than ana 1 ogy. Other verbs 
I ( • , " . . . . . 't. 
" 
are classified w h · Class I I1, 'but they ·appear· to hav.e th·e·· same origin· as 
. . ( 
Class. V. In these c es,.thei r presents were extended.by the addition of a 
. ' . 
dental element; OE. ·, streg-d-an to strew. feoh:..t-an to fight. With this 
.· particular group, .the Class III vo.cali~sm w·as adopted . . Finally, there is 
:th~ · 1weak:.p.re·s~nt·~~rb.with · a preterite and a . pa~t partici~e alike to Class 
F • • I ~ 
. v: ,. . ' t OE., biddan ~*bidian to ask . (Campbe·ll 1959:.303) 
· Classes V~ ani:i VII: ' Bot_h classes h~ an unaccented vocalism in 
the infinitive, and this vocalism is extended to the'past parti.cip'le. The 
.. · first -pretSYHe, :'On the other hand, has a:n accented vowel, which is usually· 
...... 
1
. lengthened ~~ d~phthongized, and is extended to th~ second preterite: · Class 
' I 
~ 
"· VI standan to stand, stod ·r stood, stodon th~y stood, .standen stood; 
. ' 
"' CJass VII feallQn to. fall, feoll . I fell, feoilon .they fell,-feallen fallen. -
· · . '-.In environ~e-nts where 1 or n follow the vocalism, the vowel is 
.. ' 
• J • 
usually e; however-'/ there- are a few exceptions: OE., fon to take, hon -to 
- . ·.. ' . -
hang·, feallan .to' fall. Classes VI- and VII also show •weak-presents', e.g., 
' -hebban to raise; and n-i~fix~s. s.g., OE., sta-n-dan to .stand. 
· 0 . . ~: ~ , . ~ 
.Finally ·, theretare' two g'roups of verbs ·include'd in Class VII -~hose 
,.. . 
,.___ 
• • • ' • ,. ro • • '!'-' 
fonns do not comply ~ith pr~vi·ou·sly stated features. One" ~~owed PI{ ~io in 
the present, .o in t~e preterites, and a)l root vowels a·re accented. These 
. , . - .. 
show e/eo as .preterite vowels · in Old English, e.g., l=&..tan to allow~ let. 
' 
. : - ~- . . . ~- ' .. 
4 • • 
he allowed. The other howed an original .!!. in. the past .tenses·, .which ·was 
.. . . . ' 
.~xtended in O.ld lish, e.g .. , .PGmc *blzuan -> OE", blawan . to blow. The 
ex~ec.ted pas·t .should show eo<- (euL .The· past par.t1ciple has e/eo by • 
. . ·' 
analogy. · (Campbell 1959:306) 
. . 
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· 'STRONG VERBS FROM 'OLD TO MIDDLE 
· TO MODERN ENGLISH 
... 
-As is evident by this time, 'it ·has not been my intention to discuss-
all features of~ Strong Verbs: i~ the.ir diachron~c development, espedall_~ 
those of consonantal changes and influences; nor is ~t my int~tion t9 do so 
now. Instead, the scope of this paper has been restr.icted to the predo·minant 
:feat~re'-of the Strong ·verbs, ·th~ ablaut or vow~l-gr.adation. To deal 
with all features would have required a certain ,amount of reconstruct~on in 
__ ....---_ . - . 
PGmc. Where&s·, by b~ing restricted only to ·the _evolution bf ablaut, ~o11111on 
Germanic (~reafter, C · Gmc ·) fonns ·caul d be used for generf~l purposes; whi 1 e · 
the PGmc ·vowels could ~till be used to show direct relationships. 
Since this\research ~as instigated bY. ·the ~owlic alterna;ions as 
seen in t~·e Moder.n English Strong (Irregular) Verb (as opposed to any 
-
alternation seen -in t~e Modern English Weak (Regular) Verbs, e.g~, thin~-
_ • I l" L ' 
- 4 • 
thought - thought), it was thought' best to remain with t~is feature in its 
- i 
. . ' . 
· e~tirety in. tracing t~e diachronic .development. Frequently many important 
. . 
_and i ~deed interesting areas were passed-over, or at times dealt with only · 
sli~h~ly, _i.n ordet ·to ret~.-:ciearer a~d stronget presentation.; ' 
" To attempt an explanation of ' th~ ~any· di.alectical and complex 
consonantal influen.ceS> on ablaut at this ·stage of development, not o'nly would ·. ' 
produce~ a volume of additional ·material; it wou.ld require a separ'atJ, field of 
. . . . . . !, 
research. Such an attempt wo~l_d be repetitious s,ince ·cof!!prehensive work ·by 
s~ch . scholars as Joseph Wright, A.M. Campbell, Eduard Sievers and others 
. . 
have alreaqy been donl in this area. 
~: Using only those'strong verbs which presently exist in Mpdern 
· Engli~ {and h~re ther~ is mu~h . ro~m for debate) we will present · dat~ to 
. . . , 












' ~ ' 
a system of thr~e p~ssit~le patte'r.ns 1n PIE, peyond the··seven basic patterns 
. . ; . . . . . . ·' . . 
in Old. tnglish, into a multiplicity of patterns in Modern English; generally, , 
. . . . .. . . . . . . 
examples iricorpo~ati'ng ·these patterns . in Old, Middle and Modern English. 
The ifructural ·p~ttern . ~f the. Old Engii.sh· sev~n c~asses of Strong Verbs will 
be. us~d here. Because of the rapid expansion of .abl~ut and the brea~-·down 
. 0 
' · of any systematic patterns, all verbs wi.ll be listed in alphabetical order 








accor~ing to Modern English. · Afte_r each listing a C Gmc base, if· available, 
· and a PIE root will be given. 
In . concluding;this ch.~pter, some attention· will b~ given to ce'rtain 
-
irregularities which, for the most partt have. entered English during one of 
~ . . 
the stages from Old through . Modern English and need further commentary: 
·. 






























.. f · . . 
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65 ... . . 
. 1. i .. 
C.LASS I: 
' 
' , . . 
.. 
lst ·stem ·. 2nd stem 3rd S~· 4th ·stem . 
\ , .. ,·, . 
f • 
.. • l 
.:Old ;English: r. . . a: ·; .. i .. .. 
# ., 
::!. ll . ~ -Middle English: T ". a(o. 1 }. ' 
'Modern English: i i/O/U jfu/o 
" ~ 
VERBS: ihfi ni ti ve P.ret. sg. ~~e.t. pl. past part: 't: 
...... ·~ ~ , l. _OE. 'a~bidan · a~bad ·a-bidori a~biden .6 
~. I ' 
abiden 
. 
.. •· · 
~ 
ME. abog. abiden 
alii de abood 
"' 
MnE. abide abode 
- ' 
·. abidden 
abided : abided 
C ' Gmc ~ bl- I. 
.. 
PIE *ai-'bheidh-
2. OE. . 
'·-
drlfan draf drifon dri fen 
t-
ME. . drifen draf . drifen 
. drive drof driven 
· MnE: 
1 








PIE *dreibh- . I ' I 
~ . 
~ . . 
.. 
rl'dan • rad 
. . 




ME; rideri rad riden 
r 'ide rood . 
" 
MnE. .ride rode . r·idden '! 
~. 
. .,-.. 
c Gmc. rid- . . 
·" !J 
•' 















" . ' 
. 











4. OE. ~is a·'\ ras ·. rison ·.r .isen 
ME. · ":' ·.:• nsen ras. . risen. 
·rise · raas 
' · . ., 




•. MnE. rise· rose . risen 
' ·- ·· ~: 
'*· 
.. 
c Gmc. · reis·-
' · ~rE . *r.ei- . . 
_,.. :• . : 
5. OE: · T - sci non · scinen .. . sc1nan . ~ . scan 
schl'nen· schan ' . · ME~ · s'cinen 





.. ' shined \shined 
c Gmc. ski (n)- · ) 
PIE . 
. 1'1 . 
/ *ski- . ' 
i 
.. 
' ' 6 .. OE. scr1fan scraf scrifon scrifen 
·-
ME. · schriven sc'raf. schrifen 




MnE. shrive shrove shriven ,. 
·- shrived < .. 
~ 
c Gmc. skre{b-. ( " 
PIE .. *.(s )kerlbh-
· / . . . 
"-
' • 
1~ J .. 
"' 
r ::: . '• 






ME. smlten .smat smiten 
! ' 
smite · : sniat -· 
smot 
MnE. smite smote · smitten 
·~ c Gmc. · .. -smi)- '\b 
.. 
/ 
' PIE J~(s )mei- -J 
. \ 
· I 
'\ ~ : 
. . ! 




" • . .; . . 
'· 
. ,. . ', •. . 
, • . 




















., ..._\ . 
. . 
• 
i ... . ~ ... 
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· stri den 
str'lden 
s.tri dden · 
..... . · stri cen 
-. 
.stri ken 











·. \ ~ . 
" 
... 
I cf t ' .. . 
. ' •:-
• I' 










. · .. ·. _,/' CLASS If: 
.r- I • / 
.. 
... 
I I . 
_, · .bl d Engl i .sh: eo.(u) . . . 
. ·.•. ' / ea 
-~ . 
" . " " . 
Middle· ~ngl ish:. · ./~eo(e(u/ou/o . ea/~ /e/ei/o/u/eu 
Modern .English: 
11. OE. 
ME. J , 
-· 
'f) 
·MnE • . 
C Gmc. 
PIE 





















clOo~/ • clOaf 
cleoven clef · 
cleove cl eef 
clev.e-= . clove 
. ., 
' ~ ... 
... 
cleave . clave 
cleaved 
.kleut- · ·. 
. •· 




































. ·. dof en 
.. ' 
doven 
· l d .. . 
. ., . 
1 . • 
· - duven . 
·douve 
dove 
· MnE. '. 
: C ·Gmc. 
' . 
·' PIE 











. • . ' _/· ... ' . 
0 • 
. ' ' 




......... _ _: , , .., 
. ~ : 
a ' '• 







. . , 
., . . 
.· 
f?··.· 
·~ ·-.: . 
' .. 
·~ . 
- ·. /Y'. .· ff~ ~pgan ' fl eah 
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t'• • ;:. 






















0 froren .. / 









:,;' c • 
.•. 
·, . .\ . 
• Q !_1• • 













·.:/. . . 
. . 
- ·' . -
'. · 
. ;~/ Old English: i') 





Modern Ehgl ish: 
n· 
























. . t 
' .. 
.·. 
"• 1\o I 
CLASS UI: 
i + N +. c · 
'i/o/u w . 
_ · i /u 
. bi-gi nnan 
bi -gi nnen 
q1~gi nne.· 
begin · 
t' bi- . ginn-




bind I .. 
~ 





















bri ngan ·_ · brang · · 
(brengan-wk} .. 
. . . 















· bi. -gun non bi -gunnen 
. ·. . . . 
· -. bi -gunnen '_. 
. . 
·begul) · • · 
' 











brungen . f 










. : .c 1 uhgon . . . . c rungen . 
' ' . 
. .. · ---~ .... : .. / 
~ ' 
. ; - . -- . 
... · · · cl ungen 
cl unge· -
















' /.' . 
. . 
· .· ; · 
/ . 



















22 . OE. . 
ME •. 
·, · 
·. . . MnE. 
' 






>, I I 
MnE." 
























. · · *p'ent:- · . 





' ' ' 
' . 
·clung 

















*ghr.e ( n )'-dh.:. ' 
hringan 
• ril'lgem .. 








.' · · 
I) 





. gr_undop:_ . 
' 
·, 
. : hri ngdon ·. 
























- ----- ~ ------"-
.. 
. . . 
" 







- . 72 ., 
..... 
I 




25. . OE. ': .,rinn.an " · .. ran urn on urn en 








. . ., 
' ren~.:. . . c Gmc. 
PIE 
. . 'J 
*er-
"· 
26. OE. scrincan scranc scruncori scruncen 
' 
ME. schrinken .schrank shrunken 
schrinke schronk 
shrink shrunke · 
. 
. MnL sh.rink · shrank shrunken. I ' 
shrunk shrun~k · · 
c Gmc. s~ri .~~-
PIE : .. *(s )kreng-
OE. . .. ~ 27. sinc~n sane suncon. $Uncen 




MnE. · sink sank sunk 
- I 
c Gmc. se~kw·~ 
w .. 
·.' .Q .. 
.PIE .*seng -
> 
. ·. 29 . oE.· .s.ingan sang . stmg~n . . sungen 
ME. ~ingen sange sungen 
. singe song ·· sunQe 
MnE • . 
. si(g .. sang . · ., . sung '· . 
















. ~ . 




. ... · , 
C. Gmc • . sag~-: ~ 
' . PtE . , · W . · *seng h-
• ' 
29. DE. slingan slang .slungon slungen 
ME. slingen · slang slungen 
slang 
'• 
s 1 unge 
-· 0 




c Gmc. sle~gw- ' I\ 
•r 
· PIE *sleng-· .c 
.. 
• n • 
~ 
3D.· DE. slincan . slanc· · sl uncon. sluncen 
' . 
• I 
ME. sl ink~n · sl unken 
' . 
MnE. slink slank sl unken ... 
slunk .. . slunk 
slinked 
(;.. 
. PIE *sleng- ·. 
I 
31. DE. .. sp1 nnan sp~~n s.punnon spunnen . 
ME. spi nnen span spo~nen 
s.pinne sp.onne. 
.. MnE. spin span . ' · spun 
. \ ' 
.. I 
• sp~n 
C Gmc. spen- ~ ' . 'o . ' . 
'PIE- ·*spen- '' ' . 
'r, 
.-
' .. 32 •. DE. springan·. sprang sprungon sprun_gen 
..... . 
... 
" ML springen sp~ang sprungen . . -
springe · . .. spr_ong . sprunge 
-
· .
. MnE. spring sprang sprung 
.sprung 
,y· C Gmc. · spre~g- . 
*spre(n)gh~ . ' 
'. 
· PIE 














. 74 • 
' 
. 33. .. OE • . stJngari sta.ng stungon stungen 
• .. .. . ' 
-
.·. sti,n.gen . 
·' 
ME. sta.ng. stungen 
. - stbng J L ri I .. , 
.. 
.. 
. I ~ 
... 








s ti ncan . stanc stun con stun.cen ! 0 
ME. stinken . stank stunken 
·-
s ti nke 
MnE. stink stank stunk ~ 
stunk 






35. .. OE. swirrman swain(m) swunmon swurrmen · 
.. 
' i . 
' · 
ME. swi rrmen swam 
swinun~ 
.-
SWUIJ.UTien -. '·· 
MnE .• ·. swim swam swum 
··:" 
\>", 
c Gmc. §W~m- . .. .· .. . .._ ; "l h ~ .. ... 'l J • • 
PIE-. .. * swem-
~· f ' ··-. -~ 
.. 
36 . OE. swingan sw~ng · swungon .swung~n 
ME. swingen ._ 
.. 















. . PIE ·*sweng-
-.. 
.. I ' 
. l 
~ ' 























) .. . · .
.. . 




37~ OE..'. . . · wi nnan 
ME. 
MnE. \ .. ' 







.' C Gmc. 
.- ~IE 
39. · · Ot. 
. ME •. 
.· MnE. .. 
·c Gmc. 





*wen- . • 
wind~n. ' 
. winden 











qld English: ·ii.). 
Middle English: 
·Modern English: ··: 
' . 




































. ·melted · 
J ' 
... 
wonn · ,- ·0 











• • • 0 




·_. :.1 . 
.. . 




:~ . wunnen , 
: wunne 
0 ' · 
.. . . 
.. .. 
0 • • 
' . .. . . . 
( . 
• r ,' 
'. won .-· ' .. . . 
• ' , I 
... J o 
"· 





won den . 
wounden : I 
. 
wound 








' . . . . . 
. . 
.o. 
.. • 0 
' . . ~ 
ole < • . ,·, 
multon · . molten .. . . 
I 
.:t __ ., molten )·. · : · ·. 
' •• r . .. 















. . .... 
~ Gmc:· · · .!' 
PIE 
-~ ... ·ME. · 
" 
' . 
. . ' 




C Gmc. · 
. . 
-. .. tt. 
~ PIE-'· :: 
·malt-: 
*ffil..:d_:.. 
:: , ..  ) 
. ' 
' . . 
. . , . 
swelJ~n 
swelTen . 




:,. . , swel_-
; ' J·. ·- ,· ., . 
'· . ·· *swel- . 
. ' 
' I 
. ' ~ . . ·,. . '-( .. 
.• • "' ~ • ft 
I • 
Old Eng'.l_ish: ii.i) . e + C 
·. 
-::· 
;. t • • 
o n ' 
I 
. f ,, 
·._ ~ 
i 









J • " . • · .. 1 
I . 
. • I 
M~E .. 
' , . 
· r · .· l . · ~. 1 
: . . I ~ : 
l :, ',co *\ I ,· ' 
, . . 
· ·. ~·c' Gm 
' ' ' c. 
. i 'I • · 
I ·PIE 
. · .. ~ · .. / ' 
·-~ . ·:Peon . 
• I • ' 
. . ' 
•' 
' . 
· j t~fen 
/."}> r1 ve · 
· _ th.riv~ 
f~ i~~~ 
. · , *(s.)teu-k~· 
. , -;_ . 




· · swa\ . .. 
swelled 
. . 





. . . ·i~~ . 
'•. 












~- . I .. 












~· - swelled ·· 
, . 
·. 
0 .. .. 
. ..:) . " 
i . 




. "'--.._/ '\ .. 




: ·! .. · 
.. 
. ; · / 
/ 
. / ' 
.:· / . 
~· ·. 




. ~ . 
. -~ ., 
.... 




. : . . 
: . 
~ ' . . 
,, 
I ' 
) . ,'I . '\. ' . :· . .. 
... . ' '!. 
~ .. . 
. ' ' I 
: ·""' 
' 0 
' ,• . 
,I 
:' 
'i . -: 
. 0. 
. : . . ' .. ·i . · . • 
. ·f ... ~·· ·, . ~ ~ - ~ 
~ I ' ' ' o o ! 
I 
. . ' . 
•' 





-. . ' 
I 





~ \ c ·.' •• 
- I • "' , , 
• ' : , ' , I '\• 
'· · ,1 , 
. .. ' '\' ' . , 
. J' ) \ ' ,\ . 
, : . ' . . 
' :. . i . . ; \ ' . '\ . 









. I . 
' . . . 
.. \' 
> j 
;I.'· '· . .._. . . • " f}.. ·. · .  >i1" . ; 
· ~ · • · · , 4 . ' \.: ~,~ I 
. ;, ··. ~ ··.: .. , .· 
' 1 
\ .. .· ' ., .. 
. I 
,> . 
·. ·. '\ . \' ·. 
I f" ~ t ' I o, 
. \ . 
I ~ - :! • _: ,; "~ . I 'l'f"·· .._ I •: "' • :. \. 
' I . ... •I ·\ · . • 
... - r ' (). . 
1 •. 1- ,\ • ·. ' .' . . 
,I 
\ ' 
' .. .. 
' 0 
.. . ' .\•' 
. ' 





' • o J ~ 
I' . 
I 
~ .: .\ . 
. . 
. .,., . ': 
·.·. -,. •, 
·. / 
.., . 
• : .. 
.·· '( 
• .' l ' 
:!; 
0 (M 




' \ . .. 
. ~ "~ 
r i' " 











\' . . . \ 
r~ • .~ • I 
. ' . 
·: 
•· 
' . I . . 
C"~~ 
. ·. 
' ··  .. 
. \ . 
l. 
j /. 
. I ' 













• 0 ii: ' ' 
. ~· 
MnE'; · 'steal 
t Gmc. • stel-
PIE. *stel- , 
... 









'1.' ·- . 
0 
' ~ .. 
-' 
I . · 
















1 · ·.r come 
MnE ~ ··. ~ come 






































. . : 
fj .. •• t~ron 
• • 
•.; 
·: ·.· ·. 
• 
. . . ·f 
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14:,) 







. . I 
' o 
., 











.. · - --~ 




' CLASS V: I' 
b. 
' .. ,_ 
· Old English:- e- ~ -~ l'l e. 
• ' 
.. ' u . 
·- 'Middle E'nglish: i /e/ielea/eo te./a/e/1ft. i /ai/au/ea. i/e/eiio- . 
-- ~ ' · 
·-
.. U , 
a/aiio/i e/i/ai/eajo Modern ·English: i/e/ea/ie 
i 
49. OE. biddan b~d 
· '~~~o_n be den I\! 
.· ~: r:1~ •, bidden b*.d ' . beden . ' bi.dqe . . bead · .• .. 




MnE. bid ' . bade , . .bidden. 
~- bid 
·; c· Gmc. ~;~ ... . 




50. -. OE. . . etan ~t ~ton - eten · 
'j' ~~E. eten ~t , .. · eten' 
·eaten et •1 etten 
eaten at , . 
· . . ~ 
.. 
MnE.·- \) eat ate eaten 
\ .. , 
c c Gmc. et- ·. 
r PIE *ed-. I ' (} 
.. l_. 1 
·' 
•' 




·· ME . (,/ geten . . g'at ' . getten · t 
. , 
gete · .. goteh : · · 
·, ~l 




' got ••• ,,., 
., 
_if \ c Gmc. _ .. " get-., \ 
--
. -~1E- ~ I *gheu-





52. ··· OE. . ·giefan ge.af geafon .. giefen . 
. ' /) 
' \ 
, . 




·ME. giferi . g~af gifEm · • , t, 
·-
gi~e 
.. ~af) ... _ given · I \. . .. 
' ave . . ,. 
' 
. 1' 1 
. ··-, 
. 
'\ ' . ! "' . . . I , 
.. 
.. .. \\ ~ ' . f. . 
"· ' .. 
, .. 
- . .. 
' \ 
\ -:- ', 
•. ... ,., ' ' ) . -. 
' . 
















. · PIE 
,.; 
'. 
ME. ·: ·· 
.. 




. ' 0 















1 i egan 
. 1 iggen · 
1Hm 
. 1 i_gge 
1 ie 












· si ften ;. 
si tte . 
.. 
sit . 
·. C Gmc. . • ~ si,t- -
. . 
.PIE *sed-






, .· . 
. . 
·" .· . 
. ' 





. heg l~go.ry 
· · lcei(g)e 
... laig -
· · lai . 
lay .. 
seah .sawon 














. '. . .. 
' • ' 
• I ~ 
.· . ~ -
I 

































' ' ~ . 
' 
.. : . 
., . 
. . ~ , 
































"' ' ·, 
' C· Gmc. ' . 
PIE 








· ME . . 
MnE. 
c Gmc. ,. 
. PIE 
l ' 
. t ' 
•. o 


















. trede ~ 
tread·. 










































;;:· · . SP.~ con 





' ' waefon ' 
. . . 
.. . 














































(, " . 
I : 
,. 
Old English; · 
Middl"e ~nglish;: 







PIE . · · 
60. . OE. 




., ~ . 
... . 
..• 
. · PIE-· . ·. 
61. · o_t.. •. -t· 
ov • 
,ME. ·, 
.. • • .~ I 
- CLASS VI: · 
a 
.. 
~ .... - ~ ... 
-:cR./ a/ au/ e/ ea 












- ' 0 
... 
o/ou/eu 
- ~/ ~ 













. - ~ · ' droh dr,ahe .. dreug: 
drawe . drew ( 
0 








. · flen 
' . fleen ; ... 
MnE. · -~.1 ay· · ~lOg 
; ") 
c Gmc. · 
.. . 
fl~X-
PIE· *plek .. 
. . ' ~ 
( 
.•• 
...,, ·-:[ .. 
. .... 
. " 




































. . . 






















' . .. 
. 62. OE. for:.sacan ~· for-soc fo.rsacen .. ' 
~. . 
· ME. forsaken forsoc - forsaken 
.. 
- fors'ak~ forsook: If .. forsake f; 
f\1nE. . · forsake forsook forsaken . 




., · . 
'-
, I 










ME: gnag~n gnogh gnawen· · : 





.,. ,·Mn£ •. gnaw gnew n g·nawn .. . . 
. gnawed gn~V!ed ' . f'/ 
.. 
PIE *ghnegh- ' . 
-.a 
,. 
0 _64. OE. . hebban haf hofon . hafen 
,,,:. , 
M~. • heb.be~ hof : horen 
\ ~ h1:1i.ben hof hoven 
"' ·he.\LE! hove 
, 
' · MnE. · heave hove hoven .. 
ho.ve /. l' 
" 
·heaved J";> he.~~ed ,-»,, . ' 
. C Gmc. 
·. 






)165: oE'. '· - '.... .. see a can .·. .sceoc sceocon sceacen. · 
>- . . ' .. 
" ME-.· sch'aken schok schaken · ~ 
.. sd1ake · sho'bk ~-
'shake 
-
'\ , . '\' 
' 
-·' 





"' c Gmc. skak- J L I ....... ,...,. • . . 
•. A ; 
PIE ~SK~g- ~ • I I ·~':1 
- I 






I f \ 
0 I 
.. 
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. I , . I" .. .~ ~ ............ ~u ____ ....... __ .... ____ I 
- ' 
... t · . . ~ . . . .. -
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·: 
ME . .". 




. ."67 • . OE. · 
ME. . 
- MnE. · 
C Gmc. 
PIE. 
- --- . 





.. , - '"• 1 
· C Gmc. 
PI'E · · .. 
. ;' . 
r't. . 
t~9. OE. 







.. ' ,,.. . ~ ~ 
Q • 
I, . •. 
· .· · · .. -~~~-- - l··. · -






' s 't-ae n 
· .: ,s.lee · 
~ slay 
:' slaX- '· 
. *s . l ak-





· stand- ·. 
.. 













. . ' 





















-~ · . ···take 
. . 





· took . 







. , . 










s~ egen -· 
· _,s l.agen 
sl awen 
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Old ~nQl.i sh: · 
.. · Middle English: 
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CLASS Vfl: · 
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·wenden · 
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i rregul ari ties 
.. 
\. . 
· ~s there have been 1 asses of strong verbs· from 
.... . 
' 
development; s:o·. ~a.ve. there been_ gains. -this . !J1a.kes tt ve~y di ffi cult to' be. 
• • • ""1. .. •• ,... • • • ,I 
":'-I " . . ', 01 ' • 
cotnprehensfve wh.en stating what .verbs-are considered strong, and \-Jhat are 
. ' . 
not: ' ·Who detennines whaf is and what is not an archaic fo.nn? While 
, · ~' , ' \ • • .: ' ' . , . I 'I 
· ·· dialectita1ly-or1e .form ·is accepted, another is rejected. Therefore,'! mak_e . 
· no claims 'to- be .exhaustive in my selection, 
... . : -
nor ·;n !TIY rejection of strong · . . ~ 
. . I ,. . 
·- ver~s - in Mode.rn English. The fonn·s chosen above represent . a greater majori.~y: 
. . . 
of strong. verbs i-.n present-day usage. 
. ' . 
· the. irregularities, for the most part, demonstrate · the prpcesses -
' 
through Vlhich new for.ms came into t,he language, and how others were .altered. 







• PIE *dho-m 
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~ ;In-Modern English this verb is placed in the strong verb category . . , 
• I ,\ • . 
However, in Ol_cfEnglish it YI~S placed in a separate classificat'ion called . 
t<~ 






' .' Anoma·l Q~S ·.Verbs-' . .. T~e~e verbs . pre.sented· ·many difficulties of fonnation. • : • J 
r .. . . 
.. 
• •''1, 
durran dotste . dorston 
dearr 
. . s2. · ·oE.,,. .. 
.. 
durren . 'dorste . I 
durre durst.~ ·"" 
d~re . dt.irst 
' · ~ dared -; 
~ 
' '. ~ £.- I • I ' 
·e 
C ·Gmc •. de.rs- ~ • 
PIE *dhers- - ~ 
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Altho~gh · classifi~d as a str:-ong ve~b; th.is .ver~ is somewhat .like 
& -
Modern English· do in· that it b.el.onged to a separate. classification in. Old 
• • ' ' " ' • • ~ ' • 0 ' 
' . t 
. ~- . 
English. It is i~cluded with a small group of verbs, .mostly auxiliaries, 
' 
which in the· present have the form of a strong preterite·. ·These were · . . 
• • 0 ' . . . • 
-'.originally ~ld stro·ng prete.rit.es with modified meanings. (Campbell 1959:3#3) 
~ . 
' . 
_werian were de we red .. 
'•A~ 
83~ OE. 
. .  
-~ 
.i-!er..ed weren · weorede ,' 
were ~1:~ 
-




wear ·wrir~ . . worn , .. . 
~ ,. 
, MnE. , '·· 
.. .. ~, 





· : PIE 
• 
· • ~.. . .. · r0 . · r • .· . ~ 
The Old English and Middle English forms. belong to the ·weak .Verbs, 
" ' 
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.strang , 
• , · • • r ) ,, 
\ strung 
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y 6 str~~g 
. .... strung · 
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· · On the basis of an Old English noun, . s_treng· :s_tring. _Mi4dle ·English - . 
• ·j - • ·~ • \ .;;l ~.. \. • : •• • • • •• 
. form~d- a strong verb stre~gen· · · to· str-~ng .. F:.~m there ·it was· extend.eq . . 
&mil ~gi cally ~ccording t~ t+idine E~g1ish singe~ ·-: t~. si n9; , The Mod~il i~gl ~~ . ; _' , 
-,torms ' ar~ den ved from M1 ddl e ~ngl1 s.h ._ · · ·. "; · ·· · · n • • • · • · • , • • _; 
I 
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.85. OE.· ~ .. . spi ttan 
sp~tan ,_ sp~ tte . 
. . 
" ME. spitten s_pi tte 
·. ·_- spi..ten spit. tte . · : 
. ·. 
• f spette \. 
MnE. spit spat spi.tten · 
spit spat 
.... < spit_ 




PIE *spyeu- . (.imitative· base} _/ 
. ' 
' . . 
Here we have a case of two Old English Weak Verbs becoming fused. 
, t• ll . 
According to Pric:e the resultant for~(s} _are categq_rized _with c'la.ss V of the · 
.  
strong verbs, altho_ugh not all.forms were given. (Pri~e 1970:136} . No doubt 
a certain amount of analogical levelling was involved. 
~ . . : ' 
' \ 
86. OE'. stecan stac 
-' . stician sticode sticoJ· 
ME. .sticke-n. / - . sti cked 
/ s t i eke. 
· sticked 
,J 
·MnE. stick stuck stuck · 
c· G'rb. stik-
PIE *steig-
· This is a · second case of fusion.- However, here an Old English 
. ; . 
Strong Verb, stecan . to stick, 'combine_d with -an Old 'English Weak Verb~ 
stician to stick . The resuJt is a regular Middle English Weak V~rb. · The 
~ J . 
Modern· ~nglish vetbs shows a vocalic alte~nation, thus categorizing· it as a 
' I 
strong verb·-:-. · The !! of the Modern English past tense ~nd . part parti ciple 'coul~ -
• 0 ' ' ~tt' 'b•t', a ' 
· b~.i' considered as a narrowjng of clqs_e o - ·-> u, and thef.l.. aJf ea~ly shorten.ing 
. ... ~ • . . ~ lf'-' ' . 
. of i~ng u - -> u . . . Where 'dfi d . t~e .. o come from? .It is _bel i ~ve~ 'to have_ been . 
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ME. · striven 
..... 
strivede 









. MnE. strive strove striven 
< I 
Th~ Mid~l~ English form, .~trive(n) · to strive, is the result ·of 
borr-owing from Old French estriver'·~>· early Modern French etriver of !he' 
( 
same meaning". The verb is not faun~ :outs i d.e French, and so . is be 1 i eved to 
, 
be of Germanic etyma 1 ogy . Hence , it appears to ~e ·a. case 'of daub 1 e bo.rrg,wi ng: 
'\ 
first ·from Germanic into 01 d F.rench; . then· from ·al d ·French into Middle· Eng 1 ish. 
·These ~r,e no Old English forms, so it appears that the ancient Germanic forms· 
. ' ,., ' 
I • 
· had- been lost iri Old English., 
' . ' 
·· Certain-scholars believe that Old French estriver is de~ived · from · 
estrif strife which is .regarded as-a m~difi~ation of the older Old Fr~nch 
. ~ 
estr.i_t, and 01~ Germanic *str1do - - ~trife rel _ated to *stri<tan to ~ig~t. ~ . ) 
. Others argue that the· old French verb is related to Old Germanic 
*strit'a~ to strugg-le, of which the· ablaut-variant *strib- is representee! 
. . . . 
by the weak ver,b, e.g.,, M~~-' streven, MnG~' streben to endeavor, struggle • . · 
' . . . . 
·· · · ~ach explanation pos.es certain d _if¥icu~ties; but ~he form~r seems 
' .. 
more logical, yet the.·nation of ·•cooflict.' and 'endeavor'«~ easily pass the 
. ' ' 
. 
one into the ott-Wr. · 
. ' . 
The strong f~rm~ of' this ·verb · (on the .analogy_ of drive etc.) is · 
C> • ' . • • • ,. ., 
found earlier than the weak forms (whi ch would be normal ·for a verb borrowed 
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from French) 'and has . a 1 ways been the J?Ore' frequent of the two. · (Ox-ford 
. . 
E~glish Di c~ion~ry}> . 






· : diggi n · 
dig 
.• 




... . .. 
: ·. digged ·. 
dug 
Th~s is th.e most problem~tic ' Mode~n Engli_sh Strong . Verb that we 
• 0 -
· have come across~ The Old English .form dl'cia~ 'to make a .dike' i.s gi~ep by . 
J. R. Cl~rk Hall.'s A Concise 1\nElo-Saxon Dictionary . . None- of the other 
• • • • h 
. . .. , 
. sources mention it at the Old English stage. F. H. -Stratmann Is A Middle-
English Dictionary states: "d1ggin, v.,? = ·diki.n; dig 11· ... . ~e .. also provides 
> 
the pa'st tense and past participle fonn, d1gge9,, showing it to be a weak 
verb: 
... 
The Modern English . forms• draw a str.iking parallel to Modern English 
stick. H~w~ver_-,,.wtii'~e Price deals-·.·with the la.tter, he mak.es no mention of the 
• • ~y • • •• • •• /..-.. ' ~ . . 
_former . . Ther.e is always the suggestion that it -was a bor.rowi•ng. French '"" 
., . 
/ ~ - digu r 'td make a -dike does show some phon?16gifal .co~~ection . 
: 
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. CONCLUDING COMMENTS '· 
' ' 
.  
The. final st~ge of ·this pa~er will c~·ncer~ .itself. ·with one ·point, · 
, .that is; ·a reconsideration of the' presentation of.ablaut ·· patterns in the 




In demonstrating. the diachr,onic development of ablaut from PIE, 
' ;I • I ' • 
it became evident in our switching to the use of C Gmc forms (that is, forms· 
. c,. ' '• . ' ' ' .. . . 
'corm1on to .most Germanic 1 anguages but 1 ess- comprehe·ns.{ve . than thos~ ·Of ~Gmc) . 
' • • .... I • o • 
th·at we were in ·a troubled area: This area is reff:!rred to as, PGmc anq has 
. . . 
been recognize_d both as a link between C Gmc and PIE, and. also as ·an ·area in 
. 
whic_h much research :is still required. 
. . 
Because· C?f this., if is extremely 
difficult to trace a conti~uous progression of ablaut from. ~IE 'i_nt~~t c ~l)lc. to' 
bridge -this gap would. require, a great deai more reconstruct.io~ i/~PGmc, than 
we have; to, narrow it ~~uld-;huire, at b~st, .a different approach. · , 
.Traditionally, PIE' is -viewed from the dallQhter languages .(see 
.diagram at the· end of Chapter 1). This is natural ~ince . the daugh~er.languages. 
. . 
show the empirical evidence. But if ·th.e .empi'rical evidence· is reliable (a . 
necessary 'beiief with.out ·whicnthere ·would. be no science of comparative 
... 
·' 
li .nguistic,s), then the ~i.fferent approach. becomes only'a matt.er of direction's . . 
' ' ' 
- . . ·In~ di~gram, the tradition~l ap~r~~ch is: 
"' . . 
l. PIE ·- - - - ·.- - - --> PGmc <-----..------=----~ C Gmc 
(reconstructed ·:'premise) - .· ( empi rica 1 evidence) 
A re~ersal'of approaches would allow lor a new presentatio~ . whic~ · 
. . 
we .bel fev'e to be clearer and more unified. I_nst:~d of_ yieWing':lPIE from C Gm~, 
-. . , ) .... . 
\ . ~ ' 
~ 
> --'-----r-----·-r _ _.,_, :> c · Gmc 
• ·. ~ {eJppfrical' . evia;;c;:j' · . .-/ 
.. · 'vi~wc G~.. . . 
~' 2 • . PIE - - - - - - - - ~ ·- - --> EGJEC_ 
I ', .~ (reconstructed premise} 
...... .. :, J ' I 
. . 












' . / . '·_/' , , . . ,. / .. . . ' . I /, .• 94 .. ,· , . • \ . . {,· I 
. . I • 
, . . ~ / . 
On this basis that the' Germanic Strong Verbs ar~d~rived from th·e . . "·. 
/ . - -.... . . ; ' . ~ 
·binary division of the Pit .reduplicated a'nd n~n-rec;l~·plicated verbs~ we can ::·' '. ,_. 
' I I "' 
. : . / 
extend~· ·the reconstructed premise of PIE into P.Gmc. Thus is the g.a~ / '. · . . 
. . . " 
narroJed. because of the .. PGmc ablaut patterns which· have been reconstr~ct~-d~ · · ~\~-·_,. , 
' I . . . . "' /" 
. -' · !n' s ,is now conti nile~ ;'nto a re-S tructU~ed prOs enta:i o~ ,rf~h." / 
seven classes of German.i c Strong Verbs: . . ' ' : "_'- ..... . 
' J 
3. PIE 
PGmc red up 1 i ca,ted ' 
·' . ; 
• C Gmc .Classes ' ~II 
. ; 
r 
The· diagram re~ds; i'roll\ the binary di.vision of certain · voerbs in 
\. • b f'l " ' 
PIE, we ·can view the Germanic Strong Verbs as reduplicated and non- . 
... . ' " 
reduplicated~ The reduplicated verbs include C Gmc Class VII; the non-
. . 
reduplic~d verbs include Classes I to VI. Beca~se reduplication is 
evident inC Gmc, e.g.; Go.~ · haih~fi - he hung, there is a direc~ r~lationship 
-b)fween ClasS- VII and PIE. For the non-reduplicated verbs, ·Classes I to III 
show a direct relationship with PIE through ·the evolution of ablaut; while 
. . 
- ' -~ . . . ~lass~to VI show only a partial rel.ationship throu.~h ablaut. A further. 
division in the partiaily related group ca.n be made· on the grounds that 
"'· Classes IV and V clearly show partial rela~ionshtp; while Class VI is believed 
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<This. presentation"-demonstr.ates a ·more direct r.el atiohship. With. PIE' 
: . ....... .............. ~·,. ., • • ~ . ' • r • • : , 
... · 
i J • \-41' • " ...... l ........... . . . ...... ~ ._ ~ 
. 111 a d1agraJTUTiat1c form; and . allo~s for presentat_i.on··pu.rposes; ·a .clearer and 
. ' •, . ' ' 
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